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The goal of this research has been to document fire
managers' current perceptions of information sources so that
future information dissemination practices are designed
taking into consideration the manager's needs. Reported
nerein is an attempt at predicting prescribed fire managers'
perceptions of their information sources' worth. Source
worth is defined as the value an information source
possesses in helping the fire manager solve problems
pertaining to prescribed fire.
Data were collected through a questionnaire survey of
prescribed fire practitioners within Region 1 of the United
States Forest Service.
A 90% response rate was obtained.
Three objectives were addressed. First, a simplified
description of possible information sources was desired.
Cluster analysis was used to group 17 dependent source worth
variables (representing 17 possible information sources)
into seven clusters. Second, cluster analysis was used to
group prescribed fire practitioners using the seven source
worth clusters into two groups termed traditionals and nontraditionals.
Lastly, discriminant analysis was used for
predicting to which practitioner group an individual
belongs.
The best function found five independent variables
determine a practitioner's group.
These are: total number
of sources used, frequency of contact with the research
cluster, source utility for the research cluster,
satisfaction with information quality, and innovativeness.
A canonical correlation of 0.728 supported the function's
predictive capabilities.
It is hoped this research will stimulate more interaction
among fire practitioners as one method for improving
technology transfer. In addition, it appears a higher
interaction level between fire managers and researchers
would heighten practitioners' appreciation of researchers.
Practitioner involvement in research program design might
achieve this goal.
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INTRODUCTION

Over the years a multitude of research has been
expended on biologically based forestry problems.

While

work has always been needed in forestry's biophysical realm
only recently have forestry's social issues received
increased scrutiny.

Much of this interest has probably been

generated by society demanding influence over public forest
policy choices.

Laws have been passed, such as the National

Forest Management Act of 1976 (NFMA), which reflect
society's new found interest in forest issues (Shannon,
1983).
It could be argued that the public's push for input on
policy issues has heightened foresters' awareness and
interest in social concerns.

It is likely that the pressure

from the public to develop socially responsible public
forest management policies has influenced how foresters
interact with one another as well as with the public.

In

effect, the public has forced foresters to accept that
forestry is a two-sided coin, influenced by biophysical and
social issues.

Both sides of the coin need attention in

order to generate sound forest management.
This study provides information on the social forces at
work within one small part of public forest management,
prescribed fire management.

The research investigates

information utilization by United States Forest Service
1
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(USFS), Region 1 prescribed fire practitioners.

It

concentrates on prescribed fire practitioners' role as a
user group in the information dissemination and utilization
<D and U) processInformation D and U can be defined as the techniques
ensuring information is transmitted by information sources
and made use of by target user groups (Havelock, 1969).

As

such, it implies two-way communication between information
sources and information users.

Commonly, people use the

catchall phrase technology transfer to refer to the D and U
process.

While technology transfer gets people's attention,

D and U will be used in this report as it better encompasses
the issue of information transfer.
The problem of information D and U regarding prescribed
fire is similar to problems encountered by other
disciplines.

There is so much information available today

how can anyone make sense of it?

Prescribed fire

practitioners make choices regarding to whom to turn for
answers just like everyone else.

The problem is by making

one choice a practitioner could be eliminating or
forestalling a new method or idea which would improve his
prescribed fire capabilities.

The task is to open new doors

and keep open old doors so that information is available and
the practitioner can make an educated choice.
The importance of information D and U becomes all the
more critical due to the complexity and plethora of
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available knowledge.

Making any sense out of this huge

amount of information is next to impossible for the average
individual.

To ensure valuable information reaches

practitioners, D and U strategies must be implemented.

The main problem this research addresses concerns those
in charge of supplying or transferring information.

Put

simply, do information sources understand what the user
group wants from them and how the user chooses to receive
the information?

Information sources must increase their

understanding of the information users, prescribed fire
managers.

Through an increased understanding of information

users, sources (i.e. scientists, educators, trainers, etc. )
might attune themselves to the needs of the practitioner.
(Jolly et al. 1978, Lingwood and Morris 1974, Havelock
1969).
The reasons why practitioners use certain information
sources and not others can be categorized by those
attributes affecting their choice.

This characterization of

practitioners will allow researchers, educators, and fire
managers to improve the process of getting needed
information to those who can make use of the material.
Quite often, research on D and U has looked at the
problem from a researcher's perspective rather than a user's
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perspective.

A better job must be done of providing

pertinent information and carrying through the transfer
process to its conclusion.

Feedback from the target group

must be assessed thereby increasing the efficiency of the D
and U process.

The goal of this research is an improvement

in current information transfer systems through much needed
manager input.

Documenting practitioners' perceptions of

information sources and those characteristics which may
affect practitioners' perceptions should help in designing
future information dissemination practices.

Such changes

should increase the efficiency of research utilization
thereby insuring money invested in research yields
improvements in forest management.

It is hypothesized practitioners differ in regards to
the value they place in the ability of various information
sources to provide help with prescribed burning problems.
These differences should allow practitioners to be
categorized according to how they rate the value or worth of
their information sources.

It is also hypothesized select

practitioner characteristics can be used to predict to which
group of fire managers an individual belongs. To question
the hypotheses we will explore the relationships between
fire practitioners and their information sources.

Three
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general objectives have been developed to complete the
study. They are:

1.

Cluster information sources into
recognizable, definable groups;

2.

Cluster practitioners on the information
source clusters;

3.

Predict to which group an individual
belongs based upon characteristics
affecting perceptions of source worth.

Objective one, clustering information sources, will
help define readily discernible groups of information
sources wherein members of each group of sources are more
similar to each other than they are to members of other
groups.

This clustering of sources can then be used to

fulfill the second objective, categorizing practitioners
according to the value they place on source clusters.

This

sample stratification will then allow exploration of
objective three.

The third objective is to predict to which

category of fire practitioners an individual belongs.
Practitioners' differences in perceptions regarding the
value of various information sources is obviously affected
by attributes determining the attitudes practitioners hold
regarding information sources.

Prediction can be

accomplished by examining an individual's responses to a
series of items measuring variables which may affect
practitioners' opinions about information sources.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Literature review concentrated on two major areas.
Contained herein is information about D and U modeling and
that which could be gathered concerning the variables
examined in this study.

2-sHOd-LI-.Modeling

Discussing the D and U process through a conceptual
model would be helpful.

The complex communication

interactions which ensure successful D and U could be
enumerated and addressed.

Many models have been developed

accounting for the D and U process within disciplines.
Notable examples in the fields of education, agriculture
extension, and industrial research and development are
covered in Havelock's <1969) review of D and U.
All of these models share the same problem of a narrow
perspective.

They were designed to address D and U problems

in their respective fields and not the larger issue of D and
U across many fields.
Technology transfer has received limited coverage in
forestry. Lingwood (1975) and Lingwood and Morris (1975)
analyzed research utilization for the USFS.

Their papers

concentrated on USFS research stations and researchers'
problems in obtaining feedback within their research
6
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station.

Their work led to that reported by Marx (1975) on

technology transfer planning in the USFS.

Unfortunately,

Lingwood (1975) and Lingwood and Morris (1975) did not cover
the broader concern of transferring research information to
the user group, forest managers.
Other examples of D and U within the natural resources
field include McCool and Schreyer's (1977) work using
Havelock and Lingwood's (1973) model to explain research
utilization in wildland recreation management.

Havelock and

Lingwood's model will be explained later in this review.
There has also been occasional mention of technology
transfer, research utilization, etc. in the Journal of
Forestry (Muth and Hendee, 1980, Schweitzer and Randall
1974, Reidel 1970, Macon 1967).

An excellent review of

technology transfer undertakings is "Technology Transfer in
Forestry", proceedings of an International Union of Forestry
Research Organizations meeting (Mueller and Seal, 1984).
Blatchford (1972) covers D and U of research information in
Great Britain's Forestry Commission.

Unfortunately, none of

these publications adequately address the individual user's
characteristics which effect the success of information
sources in technology transfer.
Havelock (1969) states that his research uncovered over
4,000 articles dealing with D and U.

Rogers (1983) found

3,085 articles concerning a related area, diffusion.

The

problem is that much of the generated information is not

a
referenced across disciplines.

Therefore, as an example,

articles written about forestry D and U do not reference
information available in the education fieldParadoxically, the large and complex field of D and U,
while concerned with information accessibility and
transmittance, has expended little effort formulating
paradigms that tie together the information morass.
Rogers (1983) developed and expounded upon his theory
accounting for diffusion of innovation.

Many researchers

and educators have utilized his theory when explaining
people's responses to a new innovation and the time people
take to adopt something new.
Rogers' (1958) early work demonstrates that a population
of individuals are normally distributed with respect to the
length of time expired before adopting an innovation (see
Figure 2-1).
categories:

He subdivided the user population into five
innovator, early adopter, early majority, late

majority, and laggard (Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971).

The

subdivisions between the categories are based upon standard
deviations about the mean number of people adopting the
innovation.

Innovators are greater than two standard

deviations above the mean, early adopters are between one
and two standard deviations above the mean, and those in the
early majority or late majority categories are within one
standard deviation of the mean.

Laggards are more than one

standard deviation less than the mean.
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Figure 2-1: Normalized distribution for a
population's innovativeness categories. From:
Rogers (1958).

Unfortunately, Rogers diffusion theory implies a
process of information transmittance wherein the user's
arousal stimulates change (Jolly, 1975).

It does not

account for those times when the sources of information
attempt to arouse users' interest in a new technique,
method, etc.
Only two models were found which can account for the
complete D and U process across many fields.

Havelock's

(19S9) work represented an attempt to categorize all
previous D and U models and develop the rudimentary factors
of a general, yet manageable, D and U heuristic model.

His

work served as the foundation for a much more detailed model
originating from the Center for Research on Utilization of
Scientific Knowledge (CRUSK), University of Michigan.
model has been outlined and explained in many articles

Their
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(Lingwood 1975, Havelock 1974, Lingwood and Morris 1974,
Havelock and Lingwood 1973).
The CRUSK group stresses D and U must be examined
within the confines of the organization (see Figure 2-2).
As Figure 2-2 depicts, communication flow and feedback are
of prime importance.

Figure 2-2 can be explained beginning

with the user (1) sensing the need and articulating that
need (2) to information sources (3).

The information

sources then generate solutions and transmit these (4) back
to the user (Havelock and Lingwood, 1973).

Havelock and

Lingwood (1973) have defined two additional functions
described as systems building.

At the micro-level (5)

pertinent activities include bringing together subgroups of
users and sources to better articulate problem areas.

At

the macro-level (6) organizational coordination and policy
formulation is stressed.

Please notice that user activated

problem solving and transmittance of knowledge about which
the user is unaware can both be explained by the model.

One

simply enters the diagram at (1) or (6) respectively.
No publications were found which used this model to
explore variables and their relationships which affect D and
U.

As an heuristic model, it has served its function of

explaining the processes needed to achieve a successful D
and U program (McCool and Schreyer, 1977).
The second group of researchers, from the Naval
Postgraduate School (NPS), have also published extensively
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S y s t ems

Se r v i c i ng

Figure 2-2: Havelock and Lingwood's D and U
model.
From Havelock and Lingwood (1973).

(Jolly et al. 1978, Essoglou 1975, Jolly 1975).

Jolly et al.

(1978) developed their model from a more taxonomic
perspective.

Their model was designed to enumerate and

explore variables affecting D and U.

They split the factors

affecting the D and U process into two groups:
formal factors (see Figure 2-3).

informal and

Formal factors are

concerned with the procedures used to store, index and
retrieve knowledge for dissemination.

These

factors are external to the potential user's control but
weigh heavily on his or her ability to adopt new methods or
techniques.

Informal factors are those of an interpersonal

nature, concentrating upon a behavioral perspective.

They
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Methoa of information
Documentation

DOCU

The Distribution System

DIST

Formal Organization of the
User

ORGA

Selection Process for Projects
(Users Contribution)

PROJ

Source
Knowledge
(Supplier)

Capacity of the Receiver

CAPA

Informal LinKers in the
Receiving Organization

LINK

Credibility as Viewed by
the Receiver

CRED

Perceivea Reward to the
Receiver

REWA

Willingness to oe helped

/ Utilization \
'of Knowledge
i
(User/
,
\ Receiver)J

WILL

The model may De expressed in equation form such that:
L, =
+• #2^2 *"
Where
L, - Linker index for an orgmization ,
0] - A measure of factor utilization. 0, range 0—-*-1
Ck
A measure of the factor contribution. £Ck - 1

Figure 2-3: NPS technology transfer model.
From: Jolly (1975).

are internal to the user's control, changing as the
individual's behavioral composition changes.

Interpersonal

communications and contacts, personal beliefs and feelings
about a knowledge source, perceptions about one's
organization, supervisors and peers are all informal
factors.
Figure 2-3 delineates 9 factors which determine a
successful D and U program.

The first four are formal
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factors while the last five are informal factors.

DOCU is

concerned with the format, specifications, and presentation
of the technology or information tranferred.

DIST is made

up of those attributes affecting the physical channel
through which technology flows.

It involves both the number

of entries and the ease of access into the channel, as well
as formal distribution plans as they affect the user.

The

third formal factor, ORGA, is described as those
characteristics of the user's organization which affect the
transfer effort.

Not only is the individual's willingness

to change important but a favorable organizational climate
for change must also exist.

The final formal factor

delineates the research project selection process and the
user's contribution to that process.

It has been termed

PROJ.
Jolly's (1975) choice for the first informal factor,
CAPA, sets apart the capability of the potential user to
utilize new and/or innovative ideas.

Suitable variables

which might belong to this group are an individual's
innovativeness and risk aversiveness.

The next factor,

LINK, represents the presence of, and effects of people in
the organization who link their organization to the larger
environment.

These people are the opinion leaders who

others will turn to for advice (Jolly et al., 1978).

CRED,

represents the receiver's assessment of the information.
can be evaluated as a factor by analyzing both the source

It
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and the message channel.

In terms of interpersonal

communication, a change in the user's attitude will be
mediated by a host of physical, social, and psychological
traits of the source (Jolly et al., 1978).

REWA refers to

the perceived and actual inducements to accept the new from
the social system to which the user belongs.

It involves

extrinsic rewards such as higher pay as well as intrinsic
rewards such as new challenges.

Finally, the last factor

Jolly (1975) mentioned is WILL.

This is the willingness to

be helped or accept change in the organization to which one
belongs.
Of the two broadly based models uncovered only one, the
NPS technology transfer model, has been used as a research
framework (Essoglou 1975, Jolly 1975).

Jolly (1975)

investigated organizational differences across all nine
factors of his technology transfer model, outlined in Figure
2-3.

Essoglou (1975) reported on organizational differences

concerning one of the factors, linkers.

Both citations are

examples of how the general model has been used as a
framework for organizing information and explaining the
technology transfer process.

The model has definite value

in elucidating those components which a company,
bureaucracy, etc. must address when working to implement
change within the organization.

Unfortunately, a

quantitative understanding of D and U using either model is
next to impossible due to their complexity.

The NPS model
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does come closest to such a use and it is capable of
elucidating factors determining successful D and U
strategies.

Its structure allows explanation of important

factors while the CRUSK model is not so amenable to such an
interpretation.

Yi£*y§i_y?er_Variables_ Affect ing_D_and_U

The individual user's attributes explored in this
thesis can now receive greater attention.

They are source

worth, source utility, innovativeness, frequency of contact,
professional experience, sociodemographic variables,
satisfaction with quantity and quality of current
information, and perceived problem level in comparison to
other practitioners.

The variables explored herein were

chosen because they represent an across-the-board selection
of formal and informal factors.
Source worth may be similar to source valence (Garrison
et al.,

1981).

As stated in the questionnaire, source worth

refers to the value a source possesses in helping prescribed
fire managers make decisions regarding planning, conducting,
or evaluating prescribed fire.

Garrison et al. (1981)

defined source valence as the perceived characteristics of
an individual which serve to determine the affective bonds
or attitudes that others hold regarding that individual.
Traditionally, it is conceived as having four dimensional
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constructs:

source credibility, attraction, homophily, and

power.
Source credibility has been investigated extensively
since the 1950's.

Garrison et al. (19Q1) defined source

credibility as a multidimensional attitude toward a
communication source acting as a constraint on the amount of
information people process about the communication source.
Early experiments formulated credibility as possessing
two traits, trustworthiness and expertise (Aronson and
Golden 1962, Hovland and Weiss 1952).

Berlo et al. (1969)

added a third factor accounting for credibility, dynamism.
Essentially, it was seen as a potency factor intensifying
the evaluative dimensions of trustworthiness and expertise.
Tuppen (1974) added a fourth factor, coorientation, which
Jurma (1981) reported on in his work.

Coorientation is seen

as a reflection of the favorable impression a message source
emits to a receiver.
Attraction is also a broad based component,
operationally defined and measured as a multidimensional
construct composed of physical, social, and task dimensions.
Physical and social attraction are self-explanatory while
task attraction is more difficult to understand.

Task

attraction can be defined as the degree to which we perceive
it to be desirable to establish a work relationship with
another individual (McCroskey and Wheeless, 1976).
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The third source valence construct, homophily, can be
defined as the perception of source - receiver similarity
(Garrison et al., 1981).

Homophily acts to increase the

likelihood of communication attempts and promote
communication effectiveness (McCroskey and Wheeless, 1976).
McCroskey et al. (1975) review the wide variety of forms
homophily measurement has taken.
a four dimension solution of:
background, and appearance.

Their own research yielded

attitude, morality,
Garrison et al. (1981) only

included the first three dimensions in their research.
Additional research is needed to effectively operationalize
the measurement of communication homophily.
The last construct, power, refers to perceived
interpersonal power, a basic evaluative dimension of person
perception.

Little could be found defining power.

Garrison

and Pate (1977) state research has consistently shown people
appraise the extent to which they can assert themselves,
administer positive and negative sanctions, and effect
thoughts or behaviors of others.

Their research was

designed to measure a person's perception of another
individual's interpersonal power.

Interpersonal power can

be conceived as a one dimension construct until proven
otherwise.
In this research there was not the interest in
delineating the constructs of source valence for various
message sources.

Rather, a broad categorization regarding
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the value perception of those sources fire managers use to
obtain information when answering questions regarding
prescribed fire will suffice.

It seems plausible that some

of the source valence dimensional constructs are accounted
for in this study's source worth variable.

However, the

subject has been reviewed to demonstrate similarities exist
between source worth as perceived in this thesis and other
constructs all ready researched.
The second variable receiving attention has been termed
source utility.

No information regarding anything

resembling source utility has been found during the
literature search.

Source utility refers to the extent fire

managers make use of a message source to answer questions
regarding prescribed fires.

If a source is used in

answering questions regarding planning/evaluating and
conducting burns it is seen as having more utility than a
source used to answer questions pertaining just to
evaluating prescribed fire.

Because of the general nature

of source categories the problem of a source only being able
to provide information regarding one aspect of prescribed
fire is not anticipated.

All sources should be able to

provide information regarding both information categories.
The next variable, innovativeness, has received
extensive study (Axley 1983, Hurt et al. 1977, Kirton 1976).
Innovativeness, as a personality characteristic, can be
conceptualized as the degree to which an individual is
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relatively earlier in adopting innovations with respect to
others in the social system (Hurt et al., 1977).
it is a person's willingness to change.

In effect,

The beauty of this

definition is that innovativeness has been shown to be a
normally distributed unidimensional characteristic of
individuals in any population (Rogers, 1983).

Therefore,

innovativeness can be measured using self-report techniques
and it is not tied to any specific innovation.
Kirton (1976) developed one such self report measure,
the Kirton Adaption-Innovation (KAI) inventory.

This 32

item scale is designed as a personality descriptor to better
utilize individuals within an organization.

A person's

score represents where a person stands on a continuum from
innovator to adapter.

Innovators are seen as those

individuals seeking change to solve problems whereas
adapters work within the organization structure to solve
problems (Kirton, 1976).

Numerous studies report on the

validity and reliability of the KAI inventory (Goldsmith
1986, Kirton 1985, Kirton and McCarthy 1985, Goldsmith 1984,
Kirton 1978).
Another self-report scale on innovativeness was
developed by Hurt et al. (1977).

Their definition of

innovativeness is used in the present study. Hurt et al.
(1977) did not conceive innovativeness to be a continuum
scale with people ranging from innovator to adaptor.

Their
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instrument is an additive scale of 20 items measuring the
basic concept of innovativeness, or willingness to change.
Axley (1983) provides an excellent review of both the
KAI inventory and the Hurt innovativeness measure.

Axley

also tested both scales on a group of undergraduate students
assessing the two scales reliability and validity.

His

comparison of the two techniques illuminated several
problems with the KAI inventory.
For one thing, results of the KAI inventory are more
difficult to understand as the scale is made of three
general factors derived through factor analysis.
Unfortunately, this breakdown of the scale into three
components necessitates problems in using one summed score
across all three factors.

When Axley looked at the

correlation between the KAI inventory and Hurt's inventory
for his sample population it was only 0.08.

Difficulties in

interpretation are caused because two of the three factors
should show negative correlation with Hurt's scale score.
In review, Hurt's scale was chosen because it appears
to be more reliable, it minimizes problems of response bias,
it has better predictive capability, and its findings are
easier to interpret than the KAI instrument (Axley, 1983).
However, much research needs completing before the Hurt
scale can be proven better than the KAI inventory.
Variable four, frequency of contact, intuitively
affects individuals' perception of others. Kasperson (1978)
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reporting on the relationship between creative scientists
and their information channels found more creative
scientists tend to use more sources than less creative
scientists.

More creative scientists also tended to use

more interpersonal contacts and less published sources than
their less creative counterparts.

Research reported herein

will explore differences in the fire management population
in regards to number of sources utilized and frequency of
contact with sources.
As an interesting sidelight to frequency of contact the
work of Gerstberger and Allen (1968) reported on criteria
employed by engineers in information source selection.

They

found a weak relationship between sources' technical quality
and their frequency of use.

The main effect was accessibility.

Accessibility was conceived as experience an engineer had
in dealing with the source.

The more* experience with a

source, the higher the perceived accessibility, and the more
frequent the use of that source.
The fifth group of variables investigated are those
relating to experience.

Perhaps due to the specific nature

of this class of variables little information could be found
in the literature.

Lioriberger (1953) found insignificant

differences in farm experience between those farmers sought
as information sources by their peers and those farmers who
were not sought by peers.

It remains to be seen if similar

results will be found regarding fire practitioners.
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The last variable groups are the sociodemographic data,
those variables dealing with practitioner satisfaction, and
perceived problem load.

Sociodemographic variables include:

age, education, and years since completing school.
Lionberger (1953) reported no significant differences
between farm operators sought as information sources and
those not sought as information sources in regards to age or
education level.
schooling.

He did not report on years since completed

No literature information was found pertaining

to satisfaction with information quality or quantity nor
perception of problem load.

Again, these variables will be

investigated for prescribed fire practitioners.

Summary

In summary, attempts at modeling D and U in different
fields were reviewed.

Forestry articles pertaining to D and

U or technology transfer were examined.

Next, Rogers (1983)

work on diffusion of innovation was highlighted as an
adjunct to D and U models.

While many models and much

specific information has been generated about D and U
strategies little can be found of a more general nature
across disciplines.

This void of generalizable models is

partially filled by the work coming out of the CRUSK group
and that originating from the NPS.

The applicability of the

NPS technology transfer model to data collected on users'
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characteristics has received some study.

Finally, source

worth and those individual characteristics which may affect
the opinions practitioners possess regarding the value of
their information sources were highlighted.

It remains to

be seen if these variables can account for differences in
the opinions fire managers hold regarding the value of
various information sources.

METHODS

Study_Pogulation

The USFS, Region 1 fire management population was
chosen as a representative sample of prescribed fire
managers.

Several reasons exist for their choice.

As a

large federal bureaucracy it has the mechanisms to name and
reach all people intimately involved with prescribed fire.
Therefore, it was fairly easy to obtain a complete listing
of all fire management officers (FMO's), assistant fire
management officers (AFMO's), district fuels specialists,
and others on the district level who function as their
district's prescribed fire manager.
Secondly, Region I's main offices are located in
Missoula, Montana.

Since the University of Montana is also

located in Missoula, the site from which all questionnaires
were mailed was centrally located relative to the sample
population.

This meant the time expended waiting for

questionnaires to get to respondents and waiting for their
returns was not excessive for any segment of the sampled
individuals.
Table 3-1 lists the response ratios from each Forest
and the total percent of questionnaires returned in Region
1.

This list of individuals was obtained by calling each of

the 13 Forests Supervisor's Office (SO) fire staff.
24

The
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fire staff was asked to provide the names of all individuals
on their districts who were heavily involved with prescribed
fire.

This was fairly easy to do since all names,

addresses, and phone numbers can be found in the Regional
Directory.

After calling all SO's the total number of

people intimately involved with prescribed fire was 114.
On the first page of the questionnaire respondents
were provided the opportunity of listing other individuals
from their district who they thought should receive a
questionnaire.

This added three individuals to the sample.

Finally, four respondents were eliminated after it was
determined they were not as heavily involved with prescribed
fire as originally thought.

The final population was then

113.
One can see this sample was a complete census of
Region 1 prescribed fire practitioners.

Table__3-1 j.

The choice of

Questignnaire_resggnse_rate_ger_Fgrest

Forest
Beaverhead
Bitterrroot
Clearwater
Custer
Deerlodge
Flathead
Gallatin
Helena
Idaho Panhandle
Kootenai
Lewis and Clark
Lolo
Nez Perce

#_E!l!£urned/#_sent
5/5
6/9
11/12
5/5
5/6
8/9
3/3
3/4
13/14
18/19
4/4
10/11
11/12
% returned = 102/113 = 90%
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such a heavy sample concentration from one Region was
made for reasons given earlier.

The least expensive and

most timely manner for receipt of questionnaires was to
sample practitioners in Region 1, surrounding Missoula,
Montana.

ijtudy^Design

The questionnaire was designed to address the goal of
documenting fire managers' current perceptions of
information sources so that future information dissemination
practices are designed considering managers' needs.

To

attack the stated goal, information sources' worth were
the dependent variables (see Table 3-2).

A review of Table

3-2 shows 17 possible sources of information which
practitioners use.

Reviewing the list of sources, it

becomes apparent that not all sources are made use of by
every individual.

Also, people will differ in their

perceptions regarding a source's worth.

The task is to

clump those source worth variables that are most similar so
that comparisons of individuals' responses on source worth
categories are more reliable.
To accomplish the task of clumping the 17 dependent
variables, cluster analysis will be used.

Cluster analysis

is a mathematical technique that clusters a set of variables
so all members of a cluster are more similar to each other
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Table 3-2:
variables.

Seventeen dependent source worth

variable_name
swi fire staff at SO
sw2 training programs
sw3 fellow practitioners
sw4 private industry foresters
sw5 private research foresters
sw6 government researchers within USFS
sw7 coworkers not in fire management
sw8 private practitioners
sw9 subordinates
swlO subordinates
swll government publications
swl2 symposiums, workshops, etc.
swl3 scientific journals
swl4 university researchers
swl5 practitioners, other agencies
swl6 government researchers outside USFS
§3£iZ_§L^i:®DsiQn_f or esters

than they are to members of neighboring clusters (Lorr 19Q3,
Johnson and Wichern 1982).

It is a suitable technique for

building categories using ordinal level variables.
Once source worth variables were clustered, the second
objective of categorizing practitioners' responses to the
newly created source worth categories could be attempted.
It was hypothesized that practitioners differ with respect
to their opinions regarding sources' worth and these
differences could be reflected across the user population.
Cluster analysis was used to categorize practitioners.
Unfortunately, cluster analysis is not a statistical
technique amenable to hypothesis testing (Lorr, 1983).
Therefore, one has to interpret results and decide whether
or not they accurately reflect reality.
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The third objective is based upon the previous two.

It

involves predicting to which category of practitioners a
person belongs based upon a differing set of independent
variables.

Notice that what is predicted is a dummy

variable, practitioner group.

The practitioner group

reflects those individuals' beliefs and attitudes concerning
the worth of information sources.

Therefore, what is

actually predicted is how a person feels about the worth of
those information sources which help him with questions
concerning prescribed fire.
Discriminant analysis will be used to predict to which
category of practitioners an individual belongs.

It is

ideal for situations such as this where the dependent
variable is nominal level data.

Assumptions for

discriminant analysis include normal distributions for the
independent variables and equal variance-covariance matrices
for the independent variables from each dependent variable
category (Klecka 1981, Lachenbruch 1975).
At this point it should be mentioned objective three is
where this research parts company with the source valence
research reviewed earlier.

Much of the source valence

research has been interested in defining the components of
source valence rather than predicting source valence.
research is interested in predicting source worth or
opinions of sources, not in defining the components of
peoples' opinions of sources.

This
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Survey^Instrument

A questionnaire survey of prescribed fire practitioners
from the USFS, Region 1 area served as the data collection
instrument.

The questionnaire contained six basic sections

(see Appendix 1).

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The six sections include:

Practitioner experience;
Determining sources' worth;
An innovativeness scale;
Frequency of contact with sources;
Satisfaction with type, quantity, and quality
of information obtained and;
Sociodemographic information.

In the first section respondents were asked to provide
information on nine items.

The first two items dealt with

years in the fire management field, years with the USFS, and
years as a permanent employee respectively.

The next three

items provided data on experience with prescribed fire.
Number six dealt with the reasons for using prescribed fire.
Finally, the last three items provided information on work
roles (i.e. job title, department, and whether or not they
were in charge of the prescribed fire program).
Part 2 dealt with the measures of worth and source
utility (see Appendix 1).

Directions instructed respondents

to note for what purpose a source was used and to assign a
value representing source worth for each source utilized.
Source utility became an ordinal level measure wherein
individuals either did not use a source, used it for
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planning/evaluating prescribed fire or conducting prescribed
fire, or used it for both planning/evaluating and conducting
prescribed fire.

For those sources which an individual used,

respondents completed an unipolar Likert type scale for
source worth (see Appendix 1).
In Fart 3 respondents completed the innovativeness
scale developed by Hurt et al. (1977).

The measure is a 20

item summative scale designed to assess an individual's
general innovativeness level (see Appendix 1).

Respondents

were instructed to give their agreement or disagreement with
each statement by circling the most appropriate category on
a seven point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree to
strongly agree.

Innovativeness has been defined earlier as

a person's willingness to change.

This scale was chosen

over one developed by Kirton (1976) because of the work
reported by Axley (1983).
In Part 4 fire practitioners were instructed to present
the average number of times per year that they contacted a
source for help with questions concerning prescribed fire.
Data were ordinal level with categories ranging from 0 up to
21* times per year (see Appendix 1).
The next section, Part 5, contained seven open-ended
and four nominal level questions (see Appendix 1).
open-ended questions were designed so that:

The

practitioners

could sound off upon their satisfaction or dissatisfaction
with information quality and quantity, their reasons for
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using their favorite sources, their reasons for ignoring the
sources they choose not to use, and their suggestions for
improving current information transfer methods.

Two other

questions of a yes/no nature asked them to state whether
they were satisfied with information quantity and quality.
The last two questions from this section concerned perceived
problem load.

The first question asked practitioners if

their fire program had problems because of lack of
information.

The second question asked them if they had

more, about the same, or less problems with prescribed fire
than the next guy.
After the questionnaires were returned it was decided to
ignore the open-ended questions during data analysis.
Approximately 30 percent of respondents completed the seven
open ended questions.
In Part 6, respondents gave sociodemographic data
concerning their age, education level, years since completed
schooling, degree earned, and sex.

The questionnaire was designed between July and
December, 1986.

Design and distribution followed guidelines

developed by Dillman (1978).

Pretesting of the

questionnaire with a select group of Region 1 prescribed
fire practitioners began in mid-December, 1986.

Nine
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practitioners supplied their opinions and suggestions for
improving the questionnaire.

While the pretesting was

occurring, Walt Tomaczak (1986), Region 1 fire use
specialist, wrote and distributed a short memo to SO fire
staff and district personnel in order to inform respondents
that the questionnaire would soon arrive (see Appendix 1).
This memo went out to the practitioners in mid-February,
1987.
Questionnaires, with a cover letter attached, were
mailed to 114 possible respondents the last week of
February, 1987.

Two weeks later, a postcard reminder was

sent to those people who had not yet returned a
questionnaire (see Appendix 1).

On March 24, 1987, a second

copy of the questionnaire with a cover letter addressed to
each individual who had not yet responded was mailed (see
Appendix 1).
Final sample size became 113 after the elimination of
4 individuals who were not heavily associated with
prescribed fire, and the addition of 3 individuals who were
not placed upon the original list.

One hundred and two

questionnaires were returned for a 90 percent response rate.
Eleven of the completed questionnaires were subsequently
eliminated due to incomplete data leaving ninety-one cases
for data analysis.
Five of the eleven nonrespondents were telephoned
ascertaining the reasons why they had not responded to the
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three queries for completed questionnaires.

All five

nonrespondents stated they had no time to fill out the test
instrument.

RESULTS

This chapter will report the analyses and results of
investigating the study's three objectives.

First, it might

help set the stage for a reporting of the study's results by
describing the fire management population.

Next, it is

necessary to describe cluster analysis and its
interpretation since this mathematical technique was used to
complete objective one and two. Independent variables and
their properties will then be reviewed to assess their
applicability for use in discriminant analysis of the
practitioner clusters.

Finally, the results of discriminant

analysis for practitioner clusters will be reported.

Prescribed_Fire_Practitigner_Pggulatign_Summary

As a precursor to the study's main emphasis general
background data on fire managers were collected.

Data

concerning USFS experience, fire experience, age, and
education were collected.
The mean number of years respondents have been with the
USFS was 18.6 years.
6 to 34 years.

The range of USFS years varied from

Of these USFS years respondents mean

number of years as permanent employees was 14.8.

This

reflects the old practice of bringing seasonal employees
34
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into the permanent ranks following an initial temporary
employee period.
Respondents mean number of years working in fire
management was 15.2 years.

Data ranged from a minimum of 2

years to a maximum of 29 years.

Basically, it appears those

working in fire like their jobs or have used fire as a means
of obtaining a permanent position.

This interpretation is

enhanced by the fact that 81 of 91 individuals responding
hold positions in their districts fire section.

The other

10 people are intimately involved with or are in charge of
prescribed fire on their districts but actually work in
other departments.
Respondents also provided data on their qualification
level.

Fifty one of ninety one or 56 percent are currently

prescribed fire managers.

Sixteen percent are complex burn

boss and sixteen percent intermediate burn boss qualified.
The remaining respondents are not qualified as burn bosses.
Generally, fire managers fill a variety of roles for
accomplishing their burning.

Forty five percent functioned

as holding bosses, 56 percent were lighting bosses,
92 percent held burn boss positions, and 63 percent held
prescribed fire manager positions during the 1986 field
season.

Summarizing, people held positions as they were

needed to get the job done.
Sixty four percent of the respondents burn 1 to 15 units
per year.

Twenty one percent burn 16 to 30 units per year.
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Nine percent average no burns per year while six percent
average more than thirty units per year.

This data was not

stratified by forest but it seems fairly safe to assume the
amount of burning is proportional to the timber harvested.
The greater burning load must center in the western half of
Region 1 with the greater timber production.
The reasons given for using prescribed fire were
fairly consistent.

They can be summarized as silvicultural

wildlife, and wilderness enhancement.

Ninety five percent

of respondents are using fire for hazard reduction
objectives.

While accomplishing the above objective 80

percent of fire managers are also accomplishing artificial
regeneration objectives.

Eighty eight percent of

respondents use prescribed fire for natural regeneration
purposes.

Surprisingly, 96 percent of repondents gave

wildlife habitat improvement as a reason for their using
fire.

Data was not collected on when they last used fire

for this purpose so it is unclear if this is still a common
practice throughout Region 1.

Finally, 25 percent of

respondents use fire for wilderness management.
Other important data include the fire management age
and sex composition*

The mean age is 41.0 years.

The

population ranged from a low of 29.0 years to a high of 54.
years.

Also, 87 of 90 respondents are male.

Interestingly

the three females did not work in their district's fire
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section.

It appears that the fire management workforce in

Region 1 is still very traditional with older males
predominate.
The information garnished on educational background
shows the fire management population is fairly well
educated.

Eighty four of ninety one subjects reported at

least some college background.

Forty eight of the

respondents have actually received a college degree.

Forty

of the forty eight degree earners majored in the natural or
physical sciences.

Eleven respondents have taken coursework

beyond bachelor degree requirements.

Seven of these

individuals have actually earned masters degrees, with five
of the seven specializing in forestry.

One respondent has

continued in school currently working on his doctorate.
That concludes the summarizing of the background data.
The typical Region 1 fire management professional has been
working in fire for about 15 years.

He has probably risen

through the ranks starting out as a seasonal employee.

He

has completed at least some college with about a 50 percent
chance of obtaining a college degree.

_ Ana lysis_-_ Background

It was stated earlier that cluster analysis is a
mathematical technique for grouping variables or items
according to measures of similarity or dissimilarity
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(Lorr 1983, Johnson and Wichern 1982).

It is a primitive

technique where no assumptions are made as to the number of
clusters (Johnson and Wichern, 1982).

Groupings are made on

similarities between items or variables, or distances
(dissimilarities) between items or variables.

To begin

cluster analysis, the individual must make a series of
choices depending upon whether variables or cases are to be
clustered, the nature of the variables to be clustered and
the variables' measurement scales.
When variables are clustered, usually a measure of
association is employed to group the variables (Johnson and
Wichern, 1982).

Association measures are useful to equally

weight all variables.
eliminated.

Problems of measurement scale are

When grouping itertis, the common grouping

measure is distance.
not eliminated.

The effects of measurement scale are

Rather, the algorithms used to group the

items consider the variables' dispersion such that items in
each cluster are nearest that cluster's centroid (Johnson
and Lichern, 1982).
Once the choice regarding the method of assessing
similarity between variables or items has been made, the
next issue to consider is the algorithm used to compare the
similarity measures.
available.

Two categories of cluster analysis are

One group of algorithms can be given the general

heading of hierarchical clustering algorithms.

Two types

employed herein were single linkage and complete linkage
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clustering.

The other group are non-hierarchical clustering

algorithms best represented by the k-means algorithm
(Wilkinson, 19Q6).
Before describing the results reported for this project
it is important to mention that statistical analyses of
cluster results are few and far between.

Because

significance tests are not commonly used, the results must
be interpreted through a review of several prominent
characteristics of the clusters and the analyst's gut level
feeling of how clusters should actually be formulated.
Techniques employed in this study will now be reviewed.
Hierarchical clusters can be assessed by the following
methods.
generated.

The variables' overall covariance matrix should be
Examination of this will reveal those variables

which may account for the same variation.

Covariance

matrices should then be examined for each generated cluster.
Also, covariance matrices comparing the clusters should be
examined.

One would expect a high degree of covariance for

variables within a cluster relative to the covariance
between clusters.
Covariance matrices will serve as a backup for another
method of examining the clusters.

Typically, measures of

association are used to cluster variables.

An examination

of the appropriate correlation matrix across all the
variables followed by an examination of within and between
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cluster correlation matrices can be used to assess the
generated clusters' validity.
Finally, the reliability associated with the variables
in each cluster can be computed.

Usually, an assessment of

reliability is performed through item analysis for
components of additive scales (Nie, 19Q3).

However, it can

be used for cluster analysis to assess the relative merit of
including each variable within a cluster.
K-means cluster analysis can be reviewed through an
analysis of variance test.

F tests are calculated for each

variable on the between cluster variability relative to its
within cluster variability (Wilkinson, 1986).

Also, one

should examine the standard deviations for each variable in
all clusters.

Ideally, each variable should have similar

standard deviations across all clusters.

Qiy§t®£_Analx§is_-_Results

In order to rationally attempt an exploration of
various cluster outputs a basic cluster analyses pattern was
followed.

Table 4-^1 lists the combinations of matrices and

cluster algorithms which were analyzed.

Rather than

explaining all of the four possible outputs only two will
receive attention.

This is because single linkage and

complete linkage outputs were identical for both gamma
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Table 4-1: Cluster algorithm - matrix
combinations examined.
euclidean matrix

single linkage
cluster algorithm

single linkage
cluster algorithm

complete linkage
cluster algorithm

complete linkage
Qiys£er__algorithm

correlation matrix generated outputs and euclidean distance
matrix generated outputs.
For this study it was decided to compute clustering
algorithms using both a Goodman-Kruskal gamma coefficient
matrix and a euclidean distance matrix.

Goodman-Kruskal

gamma correlations are a proportional reduction in error
(PRE) association measure best suited for ordinal level data
(Ott et al., 1983), such as the source worth variables
measured by the questionnaire.

A euclidean distance matrix

was employed because all variables were measured using the
same five point unipolar Likert scale and it was thought
variation due to the scales would present little problem.
The gamma correlation matrix of source worth variables
is shown in Table 4-2.

The most prominent feature to note

in Table 4-2 is the perfect correlation between some of the
variables.

An examination of Table 4-3 points to the reason
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for this fact.

These variables were used by very few

practitioners so that correlations are based on few cases.
Figure 4-1 displays the single linkage (via nearest
neighbor) cluster run for the gamma correlation matrix.

To

read the dendrogram, the variables most similar to each other
will group first near the column of variable names.

The

more dissimilar the variables and their associated clusters,
the further from the diagram's left side before cluster
joining occurs.

This display was interpreted as

showing five clusters.

The clusters for the single linkage -

gamma distance matrix output are listed in Table 4-4.
Within cluster covariance and gamma correlation
matrices were examined for all clusters (see Appendix 2).
Between cluster covariance and gamma correlation
matrices were also examined (see Appendix 2).

These

outputs substantiated the single linkage - gamma correlation
matrix run.

However, the between cluster covariance and

gamma matrices indicate interrelatedness between two of the
five clusters.

Pooling of these two clusters would lump 14

of the source worth variables into one cluster.

Such a

situation would not result in data simplification.

A review

of each cluster's variables did not establish any clear
patterns for membership.

Obviously, another cluster

analysis was necessary.
The last cluster run reported herein is the euclidean
distance matrix - single linkage (via nearest neighbor)
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Table 4-2:

Goodman-Kruskal gamma correlation

SWl

SW2

SWl

1.000

SW2

0.118

1.000

SW3
SW4
SW5
SW6
SW7
SW8
SW9
SW10
SWll
SW12
SW13
SWl 4
SW15
SW16
SW17

-0.390
-0.226
-0-169
-0.106
-0.157
-0.636
-0.517
0.156
0.148
0.052
0.027
0.186
0.218
-0.319
-0.750

0-448
-0-018
0-357
0.281
0.367
-0.127
0.212
0.137
0.428
0.510
0.323
0.697
0.422
0.500
-0.091

SW6
SW6
SW7
SW8
SW9
SWIO
SWll
SW12
SW13
SWl 4
SW15
SW1£
SWl7

U.'JUD

1.000
0.662
0.728
0.663
0.324
0.629
0.368

SWl6
SW16
SW 17

1.000
0.491
0.375
0.377
0.374
0.423
0.353
0.269
0.503
0.415
0.602
0.433
0.517
0-833
0-714

SW8

SW4

1.000
0.760
0-402
0.551
0.957
0-871
-0.489
0.119
0-481
0.505
0.432
0.794
0.923
1.000

SW9

SW5

1.000
0.839
0.506
0.650
0.900
0.014
0.468
0.470
0.487
0.595
0.750
1.000
1.000

SWIO

1. 000

0. 406
0. 708
0. 692
0. 330
0. 709
0. 601
0- 741
0. 682
0. 385
0. 714

SWll
SWll
SW12
SWl 3
SW14
SW15
SW16
SW17

5W7

SW3

1. 000

0. 520
0. 500
0. 294
O. 059
0. 207
O. 269
O. 567
0. 528
0. 750
Q. 619

SW12

1.000
0.781
0-832
0.648
0.815
0.905

SW 17

1. 000
1. 000

1. 000

1. 000

0. 871
-0.660
0. Ill
O. 455
0. 609
O. 447
0. 721
1. 000
1. 000

SW13

1.000
0-917
0.434
0.754
1.000

1. 000

-0.944
0- 371
O. 500
0. 913
0. 545
0- 840
1. 000
1. 000

SW14

1.000
0.702
0.891
1.000

1. 000

0. 261
0. 286
0. 100

0. 259
0. 084
-0.192
-0-524

SW15

1.000
1.000
1.000
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Table 4-3: Pairwise frequency counts associated
with_all_sgurce_wgrth_variables^_matricesj

SWl
SWl
SW2
SW3
SW4
SW5
SWG
SW7
SW8
SW9
SWIO
SWll
SW12
SWl 3
SWl 4
SW 1 5
SW16
SW17

SW2
70
65
68
23
15
57
56
13
12
61
63
65
49
40
27
14
8

SW6
SW6
SW7
SW8
SW9
SWIO
SWll
SW 12
SW13
SW 14
SW15
SW16
SW17

SW7

SW8

SW12
80
72
58
45
30
16
9

aW16
16
a

SW5

23
13
22
21
12
10
23
23
23
20
19
15
9
7

SW9

15
10
15
15
15
13
. 13
11
7
7

SW13

78
55
45
29
16
9

SW17

SW4

85
23
18
69
69
15
12
72
79
75
58
45
29
16
9

70
14
12
63
66
63
52
42
28
16
3

_/

SWll

SW16
swi7

80
78
23
18
67
64
15
12
67
74
71
56
43
29
16
9

72
59
15
11
60
67
66
54
46
29
15

SWll
SW12
SW13
SW14
SW15
SW 16
SW17

SW3

SWIO

12
12
12
11
9
10
9
6
6

SW14

59
40
28
15
9

18
18
18
12
9
17
18
18
17
17
11
10
7

73
66
67
51
39
28
15
9

SWl 5

46
26
15
9

30
12
8
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DISSIMILARITIES
0. 000

-I.000
SWIO

SWll
SWl 2
SW6
SW13
SW0
SW16
SW5
SW9
SW 15
SWl 7
SW4

[J

SWl 4
SW3

!

SW7
SW2
SWl

Figure 4-1: Single linkage - gamma correlation
matrix output.

method (see Table 4-1).

Tables 4-3 and 4-5 display the

frequency matrix and euclidean distance matrix respectively
for this cluster analysis.
dendrogram for this run.

Figure 4-2 displays the
An examination of Figure 4-2 and

the table of generated clusters (Table 4-6) reveals this
cluster run to be more readily interpretable than that
obtained by the first cluster analysis.
The covariance matrices and gamma correlation matrices
for variables within each cluster are listed in Appendix 2.
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Table 4-4: Single linkage - gamma correlation
!03l=£i:K_g©nerated_clusters.
I.

swl - fire staff at SO

2.

swlO - subordinates

3.

sw4 - private industry foresters
swl7 - extension foresters

4.

sw2 - training programs
sw7 - coworkers not in fire management
swll - government publications

5.

sw3 - fellow practitioners
sw5 - private research foresters
sw6 - government researchers within USFS
swS - private practitioners
sw9 - private consultant foresters
swl2 - symposiums, workshops,etc.
swl3 - journals (scientific publications)
swl4 - university researchers
swl5 - practitioners, other agencies
_sw!6_ Z_92¥§?IID!D§:Di_£§^earchers_gutside_ySFS

Comparing these results with those obtained from the first
reported cluster analysis shows both cluster runs have
strong covariance and gamma matrices to back up their
configuration.

However, the single linkage - euclidean

distance cluster analysis' covariance and gamma correlations
between clusters are low across all clusters (see Appendix
2).

Reliability scores for each of the generated clusters

suggest their strength.

Interpretation of the generated

clusters also make much more sense.

All researchers and

their associated sources are in one cluster, all less
common, fringe sources are in another.
An attempt was made to lump swl, sw2, sw3, sw7, and
swlO into one cluster.

Its covariance and gamma correlation
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Table 4-5: Euclidean distance matrix across all
°!?E®Odent._ variables.

SWl
SWl
SW2
SW3
SW4
SW5
SW6
SW7
swa
SW9
SWIO
SWll
SW12
SWl 3
SWl 4
SW15
SW16
SW17

0- 000
1. 353
1. 613
1. 474
1. 693
1. 277
1. 261
2. 130
1. 936
1. 299
1. 182
1. 228
1. 237
1. 173
1. 388
1.711
2. 031

SW6
SW6
SW7
swa
SW9
SWIO
SWll
SW12
SW13
SW14
SW15
SW16
3 W17

0. 000
0. 902
1. 653
1. 595
1. 057
0. 712
0. 816
0. 782
0. 967
1. 145
1. 291
1. 453

SWll
SWll
SW 12
SW13
SW14
SW15
SW16
SW17

0. 000
0. 782
0- 731
0- 989
1. 140
1. 275
1. 563

SW16
SW16
SW17

0. 000
0. 000

SW2

0 000
0. 967
1. 546
1. 509
0. 993
1. 031
1. 915
1. 826
1. 065
0. 937
0. 912
1. 195
1. 220
1. 326
1. 677
1. 856

SW7

0. 000
1. 414
1. 384
1. 000
1. 059
0. 943
0. 971
0. 976
1. 018
1. 090
1. 202

SW12

0. 000
0. 863
1. 065
1. 174
1. 541
1. 795

SW17

0. 000

SW3

0. 000
1. 911
1. 944
1. 180
1. 173
2. 236
2. 345
0. 965
1. 158
1. 058
1. 326
1. 549
1. 426
1. 732
1. 856

SW 8

0. 000
0. 837
2. 620
1. 807
1. 862
1. 271
1. 240
1. 044
0. 378
0. 378

SW13

0. 000
0. 632
1. 018
1. 000
0. 745

SW4

0- 000
0. 832
1. 382
1. 234
0. 577
0. 707
1. 922
1. 518
1. 504
1. 140
1. 124
1. 000
0- 882
0. 535

SW9

0. 000
2. 533
1. 756
2. 045
1. 106
1. 225
0. 882
0. 577
0. 577

SW14

0. 000
0. 920
0. 894
0. 882

SW5

0. 000
1. 130
1. 225
1. 155
0. 882
2. 100
1. 291
1. 563
1. 057
1. 029
1. 087
0. 707
0. 655

SWIO

0. 000
1. 080
0- 914
1. 213
1. 349
1. 524
1. 897
2. 427

SW15

0., 000
0.. 645
0.. 612
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SWIO
SW7
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SW5
SW9
SW4
SWl 7
SW16

-
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SWl 5
SW2
SWl

-

Figure 4-2: Single linkage - euclidean distance
matrix output.

matrices suggest these variables were not a cluster (see
Appendix 2).

The lower reliability score of 0.50 associated

with this cluster lent credence to the fact that this was
not an identifiable cluster grouping.

Therefore, these five

variables had to be considered as separate entities.
In summary, the single linkage - euclidean distance
matrix algorithm yielded the most easily identifiable cluster
groupings.

Results were substantiated through within

cluster covariance and gamma correlation matrices, and
between cluster covariance and gamma correlation matrices.
Reliability scores of 0.80 for the fringe cluster and 0.77
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Table 4-6:

Single linkage - euclidean distance

I.

swl - fire staff at SO

2.

sw2 - training programs

3.

sw3 - fellow practitioners

4.

sw7 - coworkers not in fire management

5.

swlO - subordinates

6.

FRINGE CLUSTER - ALPHA RELIABILITY 0.80
sw4 - private industry foresters
sw5 - private research foresters
sw8 - private practitioners
sw9 - private consultant foresters
swl5 - practitioners, other agencies
swl6 - government researchers outside USFS
swl7 - extension foresters

7.

RESEARCH CLUSTER - ALPHA RELIABILITY 0.77
sw6 - government researchers within USFS
swll - government publications
swl2 - symposiums, workshops, etc.
swl3 - journals (scientific publications)
swl4_-_university_researchers

for the research cluster lent support to this
interpretation.
Besides a logical interpretation along mathematical
lines the single linkage - euclidean distance matrix
generated output intuitively appears more logical.

Those

sources of information which are not within the USFS pool
together (fringe cluster).

As a group they are turned to

infrequently, probably because practitioners are able to get
their information from more readily available sources.
Researchers, symposia, and the written word combine as
another cluster (research cluster).

These might be seen as
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an expert opinion group.

Finally, those sources of

information from the forest management section of the USFS
are seen as separate entities.

Attempts at grouping any of

the first five sources from Table 4-6 did not yield solid
results.

Apparently, each of these five sources stands

alone yet are valuable to the fire manager.
Following the source worth cluster development, another
cluster analysis was attempted to group fire practitioners
according to their perceptions of information sources'
worth.

In other words, fire managers were grouped according

to how they felt about information sources.

Practitioners

were grouped upon the newly generated source worth clusters.
A k-means clustering algorithm was employed to group fire
practitioners.

Through the SYSTAT statistical analysis

program one can specify the number of clusters generated
(Wilkinson, 1986).

Three cluster runs were tried with the

number of clusters set at two, three, and four.
With the SYSTAT clustering subprogram, k-means output
includes an analysis of variance (ANOVA) table for all
variables upon which cases are clustered (Wilkinson, 1986).
By examining the ANOVA tables one can better discern the
best cluster formulation.

Examination of the three cluster

runs led to the selection of the two cluster k-means run
(see Table 4-7).
All source worth clusters were significantly different
for the two practitioner groups save the subordinate
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Table 4-7: Summary statistics with ANOVA table
f9£_hzE!®!iQS_Qut.gut_gf _twg_gract itioner_grgug.
t£§9itignal
Q20zJ=E§di tional
source worth
means(a)
means(a)
clusters
10 = 502
iOzlil
SO fire staff
3. 38~~
3. OO
training
3.57
4.16
fellow
practitioners
4.06
4.53
coworkers not
in fire mgmt.
3. 29
3.76
subordinates
3.87
4.03
fringe cluster
0. 19
0. 93
£?search_cl uster
1^82
3^54
AN0VA_output_for_gractitigner_categories
VARIABLE

t£§£[itignai

Q2Q::traditional

standard
_deviations
0. 85
0. 81

standard
deviations
0. 79
0. 71

0. 72

0. 55

0. 78
0. 76
0. 30

0. 59
0. 64
0. 96

0^74

0^57

BETWEEN SS

DF

WITHIN SS

DF

F-RATIO

2.575
7.091
4.667
3.991
0.455
12.394
66.381

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

48.703
47.848
36.788
33.954
37.331
42.227
40.855

70
80
86
70
73
89
89

3. 701
11.856
10.910

SW(1)
SW (2 )
SW (3 >
SW (7 )
SW(10)
CLU1X
CLU2X

PROB
0. 058
0. 001
0. 001

0. 005
0. 348

8. 228

0. 891
26.123
144.606

0.000
0.000

(a) Means are based on a five-point scale where l=no worth, 2=little worth,
3=some worth, 4=high worth, and 5=very high worth.

category.

The two group cluster run also had the added

benefit of nearly a 50-50 split to the cases.

Fifty

individuals belong to one cluster and 41 belong to the other
cluster.

Also, standard deviations for each source worth

cluster grouping were similar for the two group
categorization.
The three and four cluster k-means runs lacked such an
identifiable split to the cases.

For both groupings, more

than just the subordinate source worth category had
insignificant mean differences between practitioner groups.
Standard deviations for the source worth clusters were
highly variable between clusters, and there was not the even
division of cases between clusters.
The two practitioner group split does highlight some
differences between the groups.

A look at Figure 4-3 helps
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to visualize these differences.

For one thing, the two

groups placed differing source worth scores upon SO fire
staffs.

One group (termed traditionals) gave an average

source worth score of 3.38 to fire staff personnel in
comparison to the second group (termed non-traditionals)
giving the fire staff a source worth score of 3.00.

These

mean scores were significantly different at the 0. 10 level.
Apparently, the traditional group values the fire staff as
an information source more highly than the non-traditionals.
Another difference was in regards to the value placed
upon the research information cluster.

Non-traditionals view

the research cluster much more highly than the traditional
cluster.

Mean scores for the two groups were 3.54 and 1.82

respectively.

These values correspond to somewhere between

some worth and high worth given to the research cluster by
the non-traditionals, and a little less than little worth
given to the cluster by the traditionals.

These mean source

worth cluster scores were significantly different at the
0.001 level.
In regards to the other five source worth clusters the
non-traditionals consistently provided a higher source worth
score than did the traditionals.

The only source worth mean

score comparison which was not significantly different
pertained to the subordinate cluster.
An interpretation of the fire management population
split is now in order.

First, the assigning of the names
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SOURCE WORTH CLUSTER MEANS
FOR PRACTITIONER GROUPS
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SWZ

SW3

SW7

I77j\

SW10

CLU1X

CLU2X

SOURCE WORTH CLUSTERS

SWl
SW2
SW3
SW7
SWIO
CLU1X
CLU2X

-

SUPERVISOR'S OFFICE FIRE STAFF
TRAINING PROGRAMS (i.e. CEFM)
FELLOW FIRE PRACTITIONERS
COWORKERS NOT IN FIRE MGMT.
SUBORDINATES
FRINGE SOURCES
RESEARCH SOURCES

Figure 4-3: Source worth cluster means for the
two practitioner groups.
Note: left bar represents traditionals, right
bar represents non-traditionals for each cluster.
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traditionals and non-traditionals has been coined by the
author.

It reflects the traditionals giving greater value

to fire staff personnel.

Since fire staff are a more

traditional information source within the confines of the
USFS this group has been termed traditionals.
Basically, the two groups appear very similar.

While

source worth cluster scores may be significantly different
between the two groups for all clusters except the
subordinate cluster. Figure 4-3 highlights the similarity of
their opinions.

Both groups give high values to training

programs, fellow practitioners, and subordinates.

Mean

source worth scores are also similar for SO fire staff and
coworkers not in fire management.

Their major difference of

opinions lie with the values reported for the fringe and
research clusters.

Although both groups gave low scores to

the fringe cluster the non-traditionals did actually see
more value to this cluster.

A few individuals within the

non-traditional pool must use members of the fringe cluster.
For the research cluster the results were much more
clearcut.

The higher opinion given to the research cluster

by the non-traditionals suggests they use this source of
information fairly often while the traditionals do not.
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Discriminant_Analysis_2_§§5kground

Discriminant analysis was used to fulfill objective
three, predicting to which cluster an individual belongs.
This section will describe the approach taken in choosing
independent variables for discriminant analysis, and the
basic assumptions behind discriminant analysis.
It was hypothesized that a discriminant function could
be built predicting to which group of fire practitioners an
individual belongs.

The group to which an individual

belongs is a reflection of that person's opinion regarding
the value of each source worth cluster in helping him/her
solve problems regarding prescribed fire.

The significant

independent variables which could be used in a discriminant
function to correctly predict the fire practitioner
groupings were unknown.
Since the study was exploratory in nature it seemed
helpful to look at each variable singularly and assess its
importance towards a discriminant function.

Variables which

might achieve prominence through interactive effects were
not assessed at this time.

Their inclusion in discriminant

analysis was saved for when the function building began.
Table 4-8 lists all comparisons of independent
variables between the two practitioner groups. Seven of the
twenty nine independent variables differed at least at the
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0.05 level between the two practitioner groups.

These

variables were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Satisfaction with the quality of information;
Individual's perceived innovativeness;
The number of sources used by a practitioner;
Frequency of contact with the fringe cluster;
Frequency of contact with the research
cluster;
Source utility for the fringe cluster; and
Source utility for the research cluster.

Because these seven variables differed with respect to the
traditional and non-traditional practitioner clusters they
were included in the discriminant analysis.
One other interesting point should be made in regards
to Table 4-8.

Note the insignificant differences between

the non-traditional and traditional clusters with respect to
age, education level, and fire experience.

None of these

three variables explains the differences in source worth
scores held by the traditionals and non-traditionals.
results substantiate the work of Lionberger (1953).

These
He

found similar results when comparing farm operators sought
as information sources with farm operators not sought as
information sources.
Following an initial review of the independent
variables, the process of constructing discriminant
functions for predicting an individual's practitioner
category began.

Discriminant analysis allows researchers to

study differences between two or more groups with respect to
several variables simultaneously (Klecka, 1981).

In this

Table 4-8: Comparing independent variables
between _the_two_gract.itioner_clust.ers.

I.

CHI_SQUARE_INDEPENDENCE_IEST
A.
B.

C.
D.
E.
F.

II.

NQT_SIG.

COLLEGE MAJOR
RANGE
ART. SITE PREP
NAT. SITE PREP
WLDLF. HABITAT
HAZARD REDUC.
UPLANNED IGNITION
IN CHARGE OF PROGRAM
SATISFIED WITH QUALITY *
SATISFIED WITH QUANTITY
PROBLEM LOAD

BURN FOR:

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

MANN_WHITNEY_U_TEST
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

III.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.

NUMBER BURNS/YEAR
# BURNS AS HOL. BOSS/YEAR
# BURNS AS LIG. BOSS/YEAR
# BURNS AS BURN BOSS/YEAR
# BURNS AS RX MGR./YEAR
EDUCATION LEVEL
PERCEPTION OF PROBLEMS IN
RELATION TO OTHER PRAC.

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

I_1[EST
INNOVATIVENESS
# SOURCES UTILIZED
YEARS IN FIRE
YEARS WITH USFS
YEARS AS PERMANENT EMPL.
AGE
YEARS SINCE SCHOOL
FREQ. OF CONTACT W/ CLU1X
FREQ. OF CONTACT W/ CLU2X
SOURCE UTILITY FOR CLU1X
SOURCE UTILITY FOR CLU2X

»
»•
X
X
X
X
X
**
*»
**
**

* SIGNIFICANT AT ALPHA .05 LEVEL
»» SIGNIFICANT AT ALPHA .001 LEVEL
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respect it is very similar to linear regression.

However,

while linear regression is interested in predicting an
interval or ratio level variable, discriminant analysis is
interested in predicting a nominal level variable.
Four basic assumptions should be met for discriminant
analysis to be statistically reliable.

First, the

categories for the dependent variable should be mutually
exclusive.

Second, no variables in the analysis should be a

linear combination of other variables in the analysis.
Third, population covariance matrices should be fairly equal
for the groups.

Fourth, each group should be drawn from a

population with a multivariate normal distribution (Klecka,
1981).
Lachenbruch (1975) reports there is leeway involved
with the fourth assumption.

He states that ordinal level

measures are justifiable as long as their number are kept to
a minimum.

Also, binomial variables are suitable for

inclusion since they may be approximated by a normal
distribution.

It seems that statisticians differ concerning

the effect of non-normally distributed variables so
variations from normality should be minimized (Lachenbruch,
1975).
The goal of discriminant analysis is to construct a
function which is a linear combination of the discriminating
variables such that the group means on the function are as
different as possible (Lachenbruch, 1975).

Spatially, the
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function or functions are axes in space which maximize the
distance between the group centroids.

The number of

functions derived is equal to the number of groups minus one
or the number of variables, whichever is smaller.

Discriminant_Anal£sis_-_Results

For the first attempt at constructing a discriminant
function all variables which showed significant differences
for the univariate tests were considered (see Table 4-8).
Results were fairly good, with a canonical correlation
coefficient between the groups and the discriminant function
of 0.744.

Before accepting this discriminant function as

the best representation for the data it was decided that the
seven variables should be analyzed for normality.
Probability plots (p-plots), quantile plots (q-plots)
and the Kolomogorov-Smirnoff test (K-S test) for normality
were used to assess the variables' normality.

P-plots

compare sample values for the variable to a standard normal
distribution for the same variable (Wilkinson, 1986).

For

normally distributed variables one would expect a linear
relationship.

Q-plots are designed to compare sample data

to the cumulative frequency percentages of the data.
normal distributions s-curves are expected.

For

K-S tests are

useful for testing the shape and location of sample
distributions.

For normal distributions the sample values
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for the variable are compared to the standard normal
distribution for that variable.

Basically, it is a

significance test for a probability plot (Wilkinson, 1986).
The first variable analyzed did not have a normal
distribution.

Satisfaction with information quality was a

binomial variable of a yes/no nature.

Because it was the

only multinomial variable included in the analysis, problems
due to its deviation from a normal distribution were
considered minor.

Lachenbruch (1975), as stated earlier,

did not feel deviations from normality to be important as
long as the number of such variables were kept to a minimum.
The second variable to be assessed for normality was
the innovativeness measure.

Consult Appendix 4 for factor

analysis and reliability results for the innovativeness
scale.

The innovativeness scale is a summative measure on

20-items.

Its p-plot, q-plot, and K-S test all

substantiated its normality (see Appendix 3).

The third

variable analyzed was the total number of sources used by
each practitioner.

Again, p-plots, q-plots, and K-S test

results supported its normality (see Appendix 3).
Next, frequency of contact with the fringe source
cluster and frequency of contact with the research source
cluster were evaluated (see Appendix 3).

These measures

were average values of ordinal scale items for sources
within each cluster.

P-plots and q-plots for the frequency

of contact with the fringe cluster showed a large deviation
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from normality.

Therefore, in all subsequent analyses the

frequency of contact measure for the fringe cluster was not
considered.

Results for the frequency of contact with the

research cluster showed a normal distribution.
The last two variables analyzed were source utility for
the fringe cluster and source utility for the research
cluster (see Appendix 3).

Both of these measures were

average values of source utility for those sources within
each cluster.

Source utility for the fringe cluster

deviated from normality so it was eliminated from further
consideration.

Source utility for the research cluster was

normally distributed.
Following the normality assessments for the seven
initial variables discriminant function analysis began.

The

five variables which possessed normal distributions were
included in the initial analysis.

Other variables which

were thought to influence the discriminatory ability of the
generated function were also analyzed.
The function which had the best discriminatory power
and remained parsimonious is listed in Table 4-9.
Coefficients are standardized canonical coefficients.

The

variable possessing the most importance was an individual's
total number of sources utilized (0.600).

The standardized

canonical coefficients for frequency of contact with the
research cluster and source utility for the research cluster
were also fairly important (0.402 and 0.377 respectively).
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Satisfaction with information quality and the innovativeness
measure had low standardized canonical coefficients (0.273
and 0.214).

Nevertheless, they were included.

Attempts at

constructing a discriminant function without one or the
other of the two variables severely reduced the
discriminatory power of the function.
The canonical correlation for the chosen function was
0.744.

Canonical correlations are measures of association

summarizing the degree of relatedness between the groups
and the discriminant function (Klecka, 1981).

Therefore,

this particular function was fairly sound for predicting
whether a practitioner would belong to the non-traditional

Table 4-9: Discriminant function of traditional
vs. non-traditional categories on variables
affecting_opinions_of_source_wgrth_clusters.

independent
variables

discriminant function(a)
standardized
canonical coefficients

total number
sources utilized

0. 600

frequency of
contact with
research cluster

0. 402

source utility
for research
cluster

0. 377

satisfaction with
quality of current
information

0. 273

innovativeness

0. 083

canonical(b)
correlation
0. 728

wilks'(c)
lambda
significance
0. 470

0. 000

(a) Coefficients represent relative power of variable to discriminant function.
(b) Measure of association summarizing degree of relatedness between dependent
variable groups and the function.
(c) Indicates discriminatory power of the function when considered with its
associated chi-square test of ctatistical significance.
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or traditional practitioner group.

Squaring the canonical

correlation will supply the percent variance in the
discriminant function explained by the a priori defined
groups.

For this particular function the canonical

correlation squared was 0.552.

A little over half the

variance in the function was explained by the group
designations.
A Wilks' lambda score with its associated significance
level can also be found in Table 4-9.

Wilks' lambda is a

multivariate measure of group differences over the
discriminating variables (Klecka, 1981).

By converting the

Wilks' lambda to a chi-square distribution approximation,
one can compare the distribution to standard table values to
determine the significance level for the test.

Basically, it

is used to examine the residual discrimination following
each function's development.

In this study's case there was

only one function so one Wilks' lambda was computed.

Its

value was 0.447 with a significance level of 0.000
indicating the function adequately discriminated between
practitioner categories.
Two methods remain for assessing the discriminatory
ability of the function.

Both are based upon the success of

correctly classifying cases into their proper category.
Results for the first classification test can be found in
Table 4-10.

Tabulating the actual group membership by the

predicted group membership for all cases can be used in
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determining the percentage of cases correctly classified.
For this discriminant function 81 percent of traditional
practitioners and 93 percent of non-traditional
practitioners were correctly classified.
The tau measure reported upon in Table 4-10 is a PRE
measurement assessing the improvement in prediction gained
through the discriminant function.

Classification based

upon the discriminant variables contained in this function
made 71 percent fewer errors than expected by random
assignment.
Of course, it is expected that using the same cases to
predict discriminant function scores as are used to build
the discriminant function would lead to many of the cases
achieving correct classification.

Therefore, as an added

test of the function's discriminatory success the sample was
divided in half.

Half the sample population was used to

compute discriminant scores.

The ability of the new

discriminant function to correctly classify the second half
of the sample is reviewed in Table 4-11.

Seventy three

percent of traditional practitioners and 89 percent of nontraditional practitioners were correctly classified using
the half sample.

The associated tau measure was 0.67

meaning 67 percent fewer errors were made then expected by
random assignment.
Obviously, the generated discriminant function does a
fairly good job of discriminating between practitioner
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Table 4-10: Classification ability of
^i§S£i!I!iQ§Qt_^yD9tiQ0_y§iD3_!?hgle_samgle
Predict ed_groug

ID^EQbershig

tau(a)
0.7108

Traditionals
(n=50)(b)

Traditionals
38 - 81% (c)

Non-traditionals
9

Non-traditionals

Traditionals

Non-traditionals

(n=411ibl

3

33 - 92*/. (c)

(a) PRE statistic giving standardized measure of function's classifying ability
compared with random classification.
(b) Eight missing cases.
lSl_E^E9?Dt_9^_E?sggndents_classified_correcti

groups.

A significant Wilks' lambda test, a fairly high

canonical correlation coefficient, and a strong
classification ability on the complete sample and the half
sample all support the function.

It seems apparent that the

variables in the function can be used to predict a
practitioner's perceptions of information sources' worth.
Besides offering a concise description of those
variables explaining differences between the two
practitioner groups the discriminant function provides a
measure of the relative strength of each of those variables.
Individuals interested in improving information D and U may
develop technology transfer plans which take into
consideration users' beliefs about information sources.

In

addition, strategies for disseminating information may now
be designed by selecting the proper information source for
the target audience.
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Table 4-11: Classification ability of
discriminant_function_using_one-half_of_samgl«
Actual_grouB

E£edicted_groug

!D©!D£eE§hi£

tau^_§2_
0.6735

Traditionals
(n = 25 > (b)

Traditionals
16 - 73*/. (c)

Non-traditionals
6

Non-traditionals
in = 212ibl

Traditionals
2

Non-traditionals
17 - 89% (c)

(a) PRE statistic giving stendardi^t-d metifciuxe of function"a classifying ability
compared with random classification.
<b) Four missing cases.
(c) Percent of respondents classified correctly.

Summary

Background information was reviewed for the
practitioner population.

The typical fire management

professional is in his early forties, has worked in fire
management for the USFS for around years years, and is
fairly well educated.
Next, background information was supplied on the
assumptions and methods involved with cluster analysis.
Following their review the results of clustering the source
worth variables were examined.
best fit the data.

A seven cluster grouping

Five of the clusters were separate

information sources while the other two were composed of
sources grouped into fringe and research clusters.
Practitioners were then clustered into groups based
upon their perceptions of the value of the information
source clusters.
fit the data.

In this case, a two group clustering best

Henceforth, these groups were termed the
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"traditional and non-traditional practitioners.

The two

practitioner groups held similar yet significantly different
opinions regarding the value of SO fire staff, training
programs, fellow practitioners, coworkers not in fire
management, and the fringe cluster.
value upon subordinates.

They both put a high

Non-traditional practitioners

value the information obtained from the research cluster
much more highly than do traditionals.
Turning to the third objective, the assumptions
surrounding discriminant analysis were reviewed.

The

importance of examining the normality of discriminating
variables was stressed.

Finally, the best discriminant

function was presented.

A Wilks' lambda test of its

significance, its canonical correlation coefficient, and its
classification ability supported the function.

The function

may improve information D and U by pinpointing important
variables and suggesting strategies in tune with the target
user group.

DISCUSSION

Generally, the results reported herein suggest we can
predict if a fire practitioner belongs to the traditional
group or the non-traditional group.

In translation, what

the function really predicts is an individual's opinion
regarding the value of the seven information source clusters
in helping him with prescribed fire problems.

No value

judgements were made that the traditionals' choices of
sources were any better or worse than the non-traditionals'
choices.

Both groups may get all the information they need

to make sound decisions.

The important fact to note is that

they do choose different sources.

Therefore, D and U

strategies should reflect this difference to maximize
knowledge transfer.
Several key points regarding the study's results may
now be addressed.

To begin, the positive and negative

aspects inherent in the experimental design will be
reviewed.

Second, results will be interpreted within the

NPS (Jolly, 1975) framework.

Lastly, suggestions for

incorporating the results into current USFS D and U planning
will be enumerated.
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^^E^rinientalDesign

Much new and valuable Information has originated with
this project.

The data collected on practitioners'

background information helps to fill a void.

As far as this

author knows no other publication exists which describes the
basic makeup of the USFS fire management population.
In addition, the mathematical technique, clustering,
was found to be extremely well suited to grouping the source
worth variables and fire practitioners.

Cluster analysis was

probably the best technique available for synthesizing the
body of data into a recognizeable format.
The variables source worth also deserve mention.
Source worth was conceived by the author as a simple means
of gauging people's opinion.

It seemed to work fairly well

since no major complaints or problems concerning its meaning
were received.
However, other aspects of source worth need discussing.
Two definitions discussed earlier need recalling.

Source

worth was defined as the value an information source
possesses in helping a practitioner make decisions
pertaining to prescribed fire.

Source valence was defined

as the perceived characteristics of an individual which
serve to determine the affective bonds or attitudes that
others hold regarding that individual.

It was suggested

there might be a high degree of overlap between these two
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variables.

Pertinent qauestions include:

are the

variables related, are they measuring the same construct,
and is source worth representative of one of the source
valence multidimensional constructs.
Unfortunately, the information on source valence was
uncovered after the questionnaire was designed.

No sources

were found which treated source valence as a variable which
could be easily measured.

Its multidimensional construct

design entails the use of many test instruments to
adequately measure it.

Recall Garrison et al. (1981) view

the source valence construct as having four dimensions
(source credibility, attraction, homophily, and power), the
first three of which are multidimensional themselves.

A

study designed to compare source worth with source valence
and its constructs might shed light upon the issue.

Such a

test could serve as a measure of the convergent validity
between source worth and source valence.

It might also show

that source worth is equivalent to one of the source valence
dimensions.
Another issue to be raised concerning source worth
is the measurement method employed.

For this study, source

worth values were provided only for sources a practitioner
uses.

The same can be said for the source utility measures.

The problem with this approach is correlation and covariance
matrices for the source worth variables could only be
computed upon those cases which make use of the information
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source.

Therefore, large disparities existed between the

number of cases associated with the different covariance or
correlation values (see Table 4-3).

A better method would

have been to have practitioners provide a source worth
measure for every information category.

Then, the source

utility measures could have been used to designate whether a
practitioner makes use of that source or chooses not to use
it.
The last problem with the study design involved
interpreting the innovativeness scale.

The Hurt et al.

(1977) scale is a two factor scale where the second factor
is made up of items with reversed scoring.

Because the

second factor exists due to the reversed scoring on select
items, the innovativeness scale is treated as one factor
(see Appendix 4).

Looking back, the reasons given for

choosing a one factor solution are unclear (Axley 1983, Hurt
et al. 1977).
When Axley (1983) used Hurt's innovativeness scale he
reported that 76.5 percent of the test variance was
accounted for by the one factor solution.

In this study,

only 41 percent of the test variance was explained by the
test items.

The reasons for such a lower percentage of test

variance explained with the fire practitioner population are
unclear.
An additional problem with any self-report scale is
social desirability.

Social desirability refers to the
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extent to which respondents provide scores on items so as to
describe themselves in favorable, socially desirable terms
(Hurt et al», 1977).

Using the innovativeness scale in

conjunction with the other questionnaire items may have
influenced practitioners' perceptions of social
desirability.

However, the mean scale score for this study

(110) was not very different than that obtained by Hurt et
al. (102).
This fact does not mean the innovativeness scale was
not influenced by social desirability problems.

Hurt et al.

(1977) reports the results of another study which correlated
the innovativeness measure with a social desirability scale.
While the correlation between the two scales was
significant, the social desirability scale accounted for
only about 1 percent of the total variance in the
innovativeness scale.
Because of concern regarding social desirability
problems, two of the items in the innovativeness scale had
their meaning reversed.

This was done so that 10 items had

reversed scoring and 10 did not have reversed scoring.
Items 11 and 15 were changed to have the opposite meaning
from Hurt's original items.

Rather than solving any

problems this action introduced more ambiguity to the
results.

Across all factor analyses these two items

consistently grouped with those items not needing reversed
scoring. A satisfactory explanation was not found.
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Given all the innovativeness scale's problems it was
still included in the analysis.

Justification lay with the

innovativeness mean and standard deviation being so similar
to those reported in other studies and its high degree of
normality (reported in Appendix 3).

In retrospect, using the

Hurt scale raised more questions than it answered.

Perhaps

further research would have supported the choice of Kirton's
KAI inventory.

In any case, much was learned regarding the

problems in assessing innovativeness.

iQ^ergreting_Results_Within_NPS_Mgdel

During the development of the study design a decision
was made to explore variables which were of personal
interest and in all probability effect practitioners'
opinions of sources.

Many of these variables were

components of Jolly's (1975) nine factors. Unfortunately,
the number of studies which have used the NPS framework as a
basis for their research is slim (Essoglou 1975, Jolly
1975).

Therefore, information reporting which variables

best measure attributes of the nine factors are lacking.
Given below is an attempt at categorizing this study's
variables within the NPS model.
Satisfaction with information quality and information
quantity were seen as belonging to the DOCU factor.

DOCU is

composed of the format, specifications, and presentation of
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technology or information being transferred.

Source utility

and frequency of contact might belong to the DIST function.
DIST is the physical channel through which technology flows,
involving both the number of entries, ease of channel
access, and the formal distribution plan as it impacts the
user.

While one can see that frequency of contact readily

belongs in this category it is not so apparent for source
utility.

Frankly, no other factor seemed to fit with this

variable.

Since source utility is most likely influenced by

ease of access it was lumped into this category.
Shifting towards informal factors the innovativeness
scale score would seem to fall within the CAPA factor.
Recall that CAPA refers to the capability of the user to
utilize new and/or innovative ideas.

Therefore,

innovativeness should directly measure CAPA.

Source worth

data would belong in the CRED factor where CRED is seen as
the user's assessment of the information.
relationship is fairly direct.

Again, the

Finally, sociodemographic

and experience data can not be readily categorized using the
model.

The work reported herein and Lionberger's <1953)

results support the position that none of these variables
affect opinions held regarding information sources.

Perhaps

these variables do not fit the model.
It was not the intention of this study to interpret the
results within the confines of the NPS model.
all nine factors were analyzed.

First, not

If a conscious decision had
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been made early in the study design to explore one factor in
depth or all nine factors then the interpretation of the
study's results according to the NPS model might be much
easier.

However, in this case that decision was not made.

Perhaps there is nothing wrong with discussing each
variable separately as it relates to the model.

After all,

the model is not meant to operate as a mathematical
equation.

It's a descriptive tool to make sure D and U

experts have considered the whole package when designing a
means of information transmittance.

Any work which helps to

explain the variables affecting the nine factors deserve
attention.
In that case it would appear that the DIST and CRED
factors are extremely important to D and U success.

The

discriminant function results substantiated the importance
of frequency of contact and total number of sources
utilized, both components of the DIST factor.

In addition,

if the above variables account in large part for the
variance about practitioners' opinions regarding the value
of information sources, then source worth must be extremely
important as well.

A tentative conclusion can be drawn that

by supplying users with many information sources which are
easily accessible and credible the chances of successful D
and U increase.
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M§thgds_tg_ImErove_D_and _ y

It has all ready been mentioned but deserves
reiterating that the discriminant function's value lies in
the fact it can be used to predict a practitioner's
perceptions of the value of the seven source worth clusters.
This suggests that it might be possible to influence a
practitioner's perceptions regarding the clusters by
altering his responses to the independent variables included
in the equation.

Once the practitioner's perceptions of the

source clusters are altered, other information avenues might
open that had been closed due to the practitioner's beliefs
and attitudes regarding the source.
Several methods exist for altering a person's
beliefs or attitudes about other individuals.

Many of the

methods examined below all concentrate on changing the
frequency of contact with a source of information.

The

reason for concentrating on frequency of contact is because
of its prominence in the discriminant function relative to
the other variables and the ease with which it can be
manipulated relative to the other variables.

Also, frequency

of contact would appear to have an effect on at least two of
the other variables, total number of sources used and source
utility for the research cluster.
One method of affecting opinion changes is by
increasing practitioner - practitioner contact.

If non-
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traditionals can be exposed to traditionals then hopefully
opinion change can occur for both groups.

Remember, both

groups feel fellow practitioners are a valuable source of
information.

Why not make use of practitioners' status as

opinion leaders?

Through contact with a non-traditional

practitioner maybe the traditional practitioner will alter
his beliefs about the values of the research cluster.
Again, an argument can be made that what works for one
person does not necessarily work for another.

Just because

traditionals do not turn towards the research cluster for
help in dealing with prescribed fire problems does not mean
they are worse at their job.

This position may be true but

it must be remembered that non-traditionals are more
satisfied with the quality of information than are
traditionals.

This might be because of exposure to the

research cluster and a wider variety of information sources
at their disposal.
A more specific method for affecting change would occur
by using fire practitioners to present newly developed
technologies and/or research results.

Because practitioners

have a high opinion of their peers they may value what a
practitioner says more than what a researcher says.

Results

suggest individuals can be pinpointed who are more receptive
to research.

Why not involve these individuals in the

training process?

Through training sessions, workshops,

etc. their influence could be used to disseminate new
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information.

The use of practitioners is all ready a common

practice at training sessions.

If researchers make sure

these select practitioners are kept up to date and involved
in the research process then they can present the new
information.
The above suggestion leads right into the third.

The

Forest Service has to do a better job of involving
practitioners in the development of applied research
programs.

By working together fire practitioners and

researchers should both benefit.

Hot only will their

opinions of each other change but practitioners' ownership
of newly developed ideas should increase.

Practitioners

should be involved with research development early enough so
that their suggestions for technology transfer can be
incorporated.

As the user group, researchers need fire

managers' opinions.
Methods for implementing higher participation between
managers and researchers are not as difficult as one might
think.

As an example^ creation of a research board composed

of practitioners and researchers could heighten awareness
levels of both parties.
would benefit.

Program review and development

Another example would be development of a

program similar to the one used in Britain (Blacthford,
1972).

There, a proportion of the research staff are

required to serve in the field for at least 2 years.

In

addition, any forester may be called upon to serve for a
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term with the research division.

Such an exchange of people

is designed to increase exposure to new ideas and heighten
understanding of the divisions' operations.
An additional method, sabbaticals, has been
used by university and college faculty for many
years.

The USFS practice of job detailing is very similar

to sabbaticals.

While job detailing practices deserve much

praise they are not the same as sabbaticals.

Sabbaticals

are offerred as a means of improving a person's knowledge level
in an area of their choice in greater detail than possible
through the work environment.

Sabbaticals could go a long

way towards improving the morale and raising the interest
level of those practitioners who desire an improvement in
their present position.
It remains to be seen whether any suggestions like
those given above will ever be implemented.

Results have

shown that fire practitioners differ with respect to their
opinions regarding the value of various information source
clusters.

It has been shown that neither practitioner group

is younger, has more schooling, or is more experienced with
fire than the other.

Obviously, other factors are affecting

both groups' opinions of information sources.

By bringing

both groups together and encouraging interactions with each
group's chosen information sources, maybe the suppliers of
information and their users can learn something about each
other.

In closing, it is easy to view a group of
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individuals according to preconceived opinions. It is
much harder to change those opinions.

APPENDIX I
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Bill Kaage, a student at the University of Montana working on his Master
Degree, had been in contact with Bob Mutch and had come up with a project that
involves collecting some information from Region 1 prescribed fire
practitioners.
He is now ready to proceed with his project and will be sending out a
questionnaire to Ranger District level personnel involved in prescribed
burning. The questionnaire deals with where they obtain information relative
to planning and executing prescribed burns. The value is expected in better
understanding of how technology transfer occurs and, consequently, what could
be done to improve it.
Bill has estimated that it should take no more than 30-40 minutes to complete
the forms. Please encourage your field people to complete and return it to him
as soon as they can.

SURVEY
Technology Transfer
in
Prescribed Fire Management:
Effect of the Practitioner on Information Utilization
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/&V University
of Montana
Missoula, Montana 59812

Spring, 1987

Dear Prescribed Fire Practitioner:
Enclosed is a questionnaire dealing with the quality of information transfer
in the prescribed fire field. The survey has been designed to determine what
sources of information you turn to in order to help you plan, conduct, and
evaluate your prescribed burns. While many surveys have looked at technology
transfer from the researchers' angle this survey is different. We're interested
in how prescribed fire practitioners as users of information perceive the ef
ficiency and quality of information transfer. By describing which sources you
turn to for information, their relative value, and the reasons why you turn to
your favored sources I hope to pinpoint how people and institutions as sources
of information can better f u l f i l l your needs.
Your input is vital. As the target audience your contribution will make or
break this survey. I'm counting on all FMO's, AFMO's, and district fuels
specialists, etc. in Region 1 to respond. Your responses will be used to
categorize the Region 1 fire management population, not you individually.
I t shouldn't take too long to answer the questions, about 30 minutes. Find
a section of time to sit down and f i l l out the survey. Enjoy yourself!
I f I've shortchanged your district as to number of copies please let me know.
When you send back your completed questionnaire you may provide additional
names of individuals on your district's fire staff who are actively involved
with your prescribed fire program. I realize there might be seasonal employees
who are quite active in your fuels management program but i f they are not now
working on liie district let's not worry about getting their comments.
I ' d like to get your questionnaires back as soon as possible. Your help is
greatly appreciated and I ' d like to thank you now for at least taking the time
to read this letter! I f you'd like a synopsis of the study's results include
your name and address on the back of the return envelope. Results will be made
available to all respondents desiring them. Again, thanks much for your time
and have fun with the survey.
Sincerely yours:
Bill Kaage ^
Graduate Student in Forest Fire Science
School of Forestry
University of Montana
Missoula, Montana 59812
(406) 243-6513

Equal Opportunity in Education and Employment

as

SURVEY
Technology Transfer
in
Prescribed Fire Management:
The Effect of the Practitioner on Information Utilization

Administered by:
University of Montana
School of Forestry
Date:

Jan. 1987

Return to:
William Kaage
School of Forestry
University of Montana
Missoula, MT 59812

li your district needs additional copies lot down the names and job
titles of those people you think should be included in this survey.

If you have any questions or problems you can reach me at the
following number: (40S) 243-6513
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PARI-I*.
Experience level of practitioners.
1.

Years in fire management field.

2.

Years with U. S. F. S.
As permanent employee.

3.

Would you provide us with an estimate of the number of burns this
past year for which you were the burn boss.
Circle the correct category.
1
2
3
4

0 burns
1-15 burns
16-30 burns
30 + burns

4. If you do sometimes serve as a burn boss, what's your qualification
level?
noncomplex
intermediate
complex
prescribed fire manager
5.

(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)

Please make an educated guess at the average number of burns you
help conduct per year (functioning as holding boss, lighting boss,
burn boss, or prescribed fire manager).
Please provide an
estimate for the pertinent column headings by checking the
appropriate parentheses.
cy>

c
•r—

"O CO
i— (/>

oo
JZ -Q

0
1-10
11-20
21-30
30 +

burns
burns
burns
burns
burns

CD
C
•r4->
JZ CO
co

cr>
•io
r— JD

c in
S- to
=3 O
JD

a>s- s<u
c
czX fO
e

•r- cn
M- ra
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6.

We're interested in why you use prescribed fire. Please check all
the pertinent categories.
range management
artificial site prep.
natural regen. site prep.
wildlife habitat improvement
hazard reduction
unplanned ignition wilderness fires
other

(
(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
>
)
)
)

7.

What is your job title?

8.

Are you in charge of your district's prescribed fire program?
yes

9-

( )

no

<

)

We would like to know if you work in your district's fire section
or some other department. For example, you may be in the
silviculture section, but function as your district's prescribed
fire manager.
Please mark the correct section.

business
fire
recreation (resources)
fish/wildlife
timber
range
other
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PART-IIl.
On the next two pages are a listing of information sources you might
use to help make decisions regarding how to plan, conduct, or evaluate
prescribed burns. Please read through the list of information sources.
In the row entitled "other," please jot down any additional
information source you may use that is not included in the list.
If
more than one source comes to mind, add an additional row.
A
For part A, circle the appropriate columns for those information
sources you use or have used as an aid in conducting burns (C) and/or
planning/evaluating burns (P/E).
B
For part B, please provide a measure of worth for each sourceBy
worth, we mean the value each source possesses in helping you make
decisions regarding planning, conducting or evaluating prescribed
burns.
It is important you provide a worth score for all information
sources you've circled in part A. Circle the number you feel best
represents each source's worth. Circle only one number for each
source-

SOURCES

A. SOURCES YOU NOW
USE OR HAVE USED
IN_IHE_PAST._

B. SOURCE WORTH

1-no worth; 2-little worth;
3-some worth; 4-high worth;
5-ver£_high_worth
1.

fire staff at
supervisors office

C

P/E

1

2

3

4

5

2.

training programs
(i.e. CEFM, Marana)

C

P/E

1

2

3

4

5

3.

fellow practitioners
within USFS

c

P/E

1

2

3

4

5

4.

private industry
foresters

c

P/E

1

2

3

4

5

5.

private research
foresters

c

P/E

1

2

3

4

5

6.

government researchers
within USFS

c

P/E

1

2

3

4

5

7.

coworkers not in
fire management

c

P/E

1

2

3

4

5

8.

private practitioners

c

P/E

1

2

3

4

5

9.

private consultant
foresters

c

P/E

1

2

3

4

5

10.

subordinates

c

P/E

1

2

3

4

5
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SOURCES

A. SOURCES YOU NOW
USE OR HAVE USED
IN THE PAST.

B. SOURCE WORTH

1-no worth; 2-little worth;
3-some worth; 4-high worth;
_5-very_high_worth
11. government
publications
(G.T.R. 's, research
notes, etc.)

P/E

12. symposiums, workshops,
etc.

P/E

13. journals (scientific
publications)

P/E

14. university researchers

C

P/E

2

3

4

5

15. practitioners
other agencies

C

P/E

2

3

4

5

16. government researchers
outside USFS

P/E

17. extension foresters

C

P/E

2

3

4

5

18. other

C

P/E

2

3

4

5
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PARJ.III^
For each of the following statements, please indicate the degree of
your agreement or disagreement with the statement as it applies to you
personally.
Circle the appropriate category.

$
V // // <?
\
>r/ <y
$/3> / .0$ .*
n*
Mtn
/

o Tr

1.

My peers often ask me for advice or
information.

I sd

md

2.

I enjoy trying out new ideas.

I sd

d

md

ma

a

sa

3.

I am generally cautious about accepting new
ideas.

I sd

d

md

ma

a

sa

I frequently improvise methods for solving a
problem when an answer is not apparent.

Isd

5.

I am suspicious of new inventions and new
ways of doing things.

6.

sa

I
I
md

u

I sd

md

u

I rarely trust new ideas until I can see
whether the vast majority of people around
me accept them.

I sd

md

u

7.

I feel that I am an influential member of
my peer group.

I sd

md

u

8.

I consider myself to be creative and
original in my thinking and behavior.

I sd

md

u

9.

I am aware that I am usually one of the last Isd
people in my group to accept something new.
I

md

u

4.

I

I

10.

I am an inventive kind of person.

I sd

d

md

u

sa

11.

I don't enjoy taking part in the leadership
responsibilities of the groups I belong to.

I sd

d

md

u

sa

/
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12.

I am reluctant about adopting new ways of
doing things until I see them working for
people around me.

13.

I find it stimulating to be original in my
thinking and behavior.

I sd

md

u

sa I

14.

I tend to feel that the old way of living
and doing things is the best way.

I sd

md

u

sa I

15.

I am not challenged by ambiguities and
unsolved problems.

I sd

md

u

ma

16.

I must see other people using new innova
tions before I will consider them.

J sd

md

u

ma

d

md

u

ma

sa I

d

md

u

ma

sa !

d

md

u

ma

a

sa I

d

md

u

ma

a

sa I

17.

I am receptive to new ideas.

I
I
sa I

a

sa I

I
I
I sd

I
18.

I am challenged by unanswered questions.

I sd

I
19.

I seek out new ways to do things.

I sd

I
20.

I often find myself skeptical of new ideas.

I sd
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PAOI-IYi.
Please provide us with an estimate of the number of times within the
past year you have communicated with or used a source to help you with
questions concerning prescribed fireCheck the appropriate boxes.
# times per year

1.

fire staff at
supervisors office

2.

training programs
(i.e. CEFM, Marana)

3.

fellow practitioners
within USFS

4.

private industry
foresters

5.

private research
foresters

6.

government researchers
within USFS

7.

coworkers not in
fire management

Q.

private practitioners

9.

private consultant
foresters

10.

subordinates

11.

government
publications
(G.T.R. 's, research
notes, etc. )

12. symposiums, workshops,
etc.

13. journals (scientific
publications)
14. university researchers
15. practitioners
other agencies
16. government researchers
outside USFS
17. extension foresters
18. other
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PART

V.

Your chance to sound off on pertinent topics.
1.

What improvements in the methods used to get information to you
would you suggest?

2.

Are you satisfied with the quality of the information you
currently receive?
yes

(

>

no

( )

What do you like about the information quality?

What would you suggest to improve the quality?

3.

Are you satisfied with the quantity of information about
prescribed fire you now receive?
yes

<

)

no

( )

If yes, why is current information quantity adequate?

(over)
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What changes would you make to improve the amount of information
you are able to obtain?

4.

Do you feel your prescribed fire program has problems because you
and/or your staff lacks the information, technical know-how, etc.
to help you do your job?
yes ( )

5.

Do you perceive the problems you have with your prescribed fire
program to be more than, the same, or less than the other guy's
problems?
more than

6.

no ( >

( )

the same

( )

What is(are) your favorite source(s> ?

less than

( )

Why?

7. If there were sources listed in PART II that you never use, why
don't you use them?
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PART_VI^
The following items are designed to characterize the fire practitioner
population.
Remember, you will not be identified with your answers,
so please be frank.
1.

Your age-

2.

What is the last level of education completed thus far?
< 8 years
some high school
high school grad
some college
college grad
graduate school

()
(>
()
()
()
()

3.

Years since completed schooling.

4.

If college graduate, degree earned.
and major.

5.

If you have earned an advanced degree, degree earned.
and major.

6.

Sex

M

_

F

Thanks for taking the time to complete thie questionnaire. If you
desire a summary of the results, please print your name and address on
the back of the return envelope (not this survey).
I will see that
you receive a copyAgain, thanks much!
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Postcard Reminder Note

March 12, 1987
Dear Tech. Transfer Participants,
About two weeks ago you received through
the mail a "Technology Transfer Survey"
from the School of Forestry, University of
Montana.
As of this date I haven't received
your questionnaire.
Please complete and
return your survey by March 23, 1987.
Your help is greatly appreciated.
Thanks again,
Bill Kaage
School of Forestry, U. of M.
Missoula, MT 59812
(406)721-6737
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L®££§£_Sent_With_Second_Questignnaire

of Montana
.Missoula, M o n t a n a 5 9 8 1 2

School of Forestry
March 24, 1987

Dear
During the last week of February, 1987 you received a questionnaire
dealing with technology transfer in prescribed fire. Because I did not
receive your completed questionnaire by March 13, 1987, you were mailed
a postcard reminder notice. I s t i l l have not obtained a completed
questionnaire from you so I am taking this opportunity to give you a second
copy.
I realize you are very busy, wrapping up training, getting prepared for
the summer field season, and maybe even dreaming of spring burning, but I
do need your help. Your input is vital for the success of this project.
Please find the time to complete the survey and join the majority of the
Region 1 fire personnel who have already helped with this project. I would
definitely appreciate your cooperation.
Sincerely yours,

Bi11 Kaage
School of Forestry
University of Montana
Missoula, Montana 59812
(406) 243-6513
Enclosure
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Covarlance and gamma correlation matrices (within and
between clusters) for the single linkage - gamma correlation
cluster run.

SW(3)
SW ( 3 )
SW<5)
SW(6)
SW<8>
SW (9)
SW ( 12)
SW ( 13)
SW ( 14)
SW ( 15)
SW (16 >

SW(12)
SW(13)
SW(14)
SW(15)
SW(16)

SW(Q)

SW(9)

1.176
0.824
0.727
0.833
0.275
0.478
0.581
1.255
1.378

0.642
0.643
0.645
0.275
0.424
0.415
0-430
0.962

1.524
1.556
0.357
0.635
0.564
1.255
1.452

1.659
0.336
1.014
0.578
1.361
1.433

SW<12)

SW(13)

SW(14)

SW(15)

SW(16)

1. 183
1. 515

1. 496

0. 559
0. 330
0. 364
0. 331
0. 613

0. 678
0. 153
0. 265

SW ( 4 )
SW ( 4 )
SW(17)

SW(6 >

0.476
0.353
0. 1Q3
0.333
0.295
0.138
0.249
0- 214
0.280
0.596

SW < 2 )
SW ( 2)
SW < 7 >
SW<11)

SW(5)

0. 711
1. 333

0. 637
0- 601

0. 670

0. 513
0- 814

0.666
0. 948

SW(7 )

SW(11)

O- 534
0. 008

0. 594

SW(17 )

1. 194

l§^0en_cluster_cgvariance_n]atrix_
SW(1)

SW<1)
SW<10)
CLUSl
CJ-US2
CLUS3

0.722
0.044
-o.029
-0.096
-o.205

SW(10)
0.511
0.046
0.096
-0. 066

CLUSl

0. 859
0-409
0.044

CLUS2

0.658
0.447

CLUS3

O. 535
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Within cluster gamma correlation matrices for generated
clusters.

SW ( 3 )
SW ( 3 )
SW (5)
SW ( 6 >
SW(8 >
SW(9 )
SW(12)
SW(13)
SW(14)
SW(15)
SW(16)

SW (12 )
SW < 13)
SW ( 14)
SW ( 15)
SW ( 16)

0. 375
0. 356
0. 423
0. 353
0. 398
0. 585
0. 426
0. 517
0. 833

1. 000

SW <1)
SW <10)
CLUSl
CLUS2
CLUS3

SW ( 8 )

0. 839
0. 650
0. 900
0. 470
0. 487
0- 595
0. 750

SW < 9)

1. 000

1. 000

1. 000

0. 70S
0. 692
O. 608
O. 743
O. 683
0. 385
0. 714

SW(12)

SW(13)

1.000
0.766
0.836
0.648
0.815

1.000
0-920
0.434
0.754

1.000
0.360
0.439

SW ( 4 )
SW ( 4 )
SW<17)

SW (6 )

1. 000

SW < 2)
SW ( 2 )
SW (7)
SW(ll)

SW < 5 )

1. 000
1. 000

SW(7)

1.000
0-063

1. 000

0. 871
0. 455
0.609
0. 447
0. 721

0. 500
O. 913
0. 545
0. 840

1. 000

1. 000

SW(14 )

SW(15)

SW(16)

1.000
0.702
0.891

1.000
1.000

1.000

SW(ll)

1.000

SW(17)

1. 000

SW(1)

SW(10)

1.000
O. 149
0.023
-0.121
-0-412

1. 000
0.130
0-162
-0.009

CLUSl

1.000
0.431
0.172

CLUS2

1.000
0.564

CLUS3

1.000
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£§rt_ii
Covarlance and gamma correlation matrices (within and
between clusters) for the single linkage - euclidean
distance cluster run.
Within^cluster^covariance^matrices^fgr^generated^clusters^
SW(4)
SW< 4 )
SW ( 5 )
SW (8)
SW < 9 )
SW(15)
SW(16)
SW(17)

SW<16)
SW(17)

Within cluster

SW(8)

SW(9)

SW(15)

0. 711

0. 808
1. 265
1. 311
0. 995
1. 292
1. 333

1. 176
0. 727
0. 833
1. 255
1. 378
1. 357

SW(16)

SW<17)

1. 496
1. 357

1. 194

SW(6)
SW < 6)
SW (11)
SW ( 12)
SW ( 13)
SW<14)

SW(5)

0.642
0.387
0-275
0.424
0.415

1. 524
1. 556
1. 255
1. 452
1. 452

1. 659
1. 361
1. 433
1. 433

1. 183
1. 515
1. 321

SW(ll)

SW(12)

SW(13)

SW(14)

0.594
0.301
0.369
0.358

0.559
0.330
0.364

0.637
0.601

0.670

gamma c o r r e l a t i o n m a t r i c e s f o r

generated

clusters.

SW(4 )
SW < 4)
SW < 5)
SW (8)
SW < 9 )
SW(15)
SW(16)
SW(17)

SW(16)
SW(17)

SW (8)

SW (9)

SW(15)

1. 000

0. 760
0. 957
0. 871
0. 794
0. 923

1. 000
1. 000

O. 650
O. 900
0. 750

O. 871
0. 721

1. 000

0. 840

1. 000

1. 000
1. 000

1. 000
1. 000

1. 000

1. 000

1. 000
1. 000

SW(16)

SW<17)

1. 000
1. 000

1. 000

SW<12)

SW <13)

SW(14)

SW (6)
SW(6 >
SW<11)
SW<12)
SW(13)
SW(14)

SW ( 5)

SW(ll)

1. 000

1. 000

0. 714
0. 608
O. 743
O. 683

1. 000

O. 674
0. 728
0 . 661

1. 000

0. 766
0. 836

1. 000

0. 920

1. 000
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SW<1>
SW (2)
SW(3)
SW (7 )
SW(10)
CLU1X
CLU2X

SW(1>

SW(2)

0.722
0.012
-0.160
-0.065
0.044
-0.136
-0.109

0.67a
0.197
0.153
0.023
-0.077
0-281

CLU1X
CLU1X
CLU2X

0.476
0.129
0-101
0.085
0.222

SW(2 >

1.000
0.118
-0.393
-0.153
0.149
-0.087
-0-103

CLU1X

0.534
0.080
-0.011
0.215

SW(3)

1.000
0.467
0.360
0.143
0.033
0-316

SW(7 >

1.000
0.341
0.296
0.179
0-324

SW(10)

1.000
0-248
0.019
0.311

forest

management

for

personnel.

an attempt

SW(2)
0.678
0.197
0.153
0.023

SW(2)

SW < 3)

0.476
0.129
0.101

SW (3)

SW(7)

0.534
0.080

SW( 7 )

SW(IO)

0.511

SW(10)

1. 000

0. 467
O. 360
O. 143

1. 000

0. 341
0. 296

1. 000

0. 248

at

This cluster

w§§_Q9t_§u££2£t§^_ibE2U9h_II]§iEi2§§_9iYen_belgw.

SW < 2)
SW (3)
SW(7)
SW<10)

1.000
0.181
0.172

1.000

Covarlance and gamma c o r r e l a t i o n m a t r i c e s

SW < 2)
SW(3 >
SW(7)
SW<10)

0.511
0-033
0-167

CLU2X

1.000
0.328

c l u s t e r i n g USFS

SW(10)

1.062

SW(1)

CLU1X
CLU2X

SW(7)

CLU2X

0.688
0.306

SW(1)
SW(2)
SW (3)
SW (7)
SW(10)
CLU1X
CLU2X

SW(3)

1. 000
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Normal probability plots and associated K-S tests for six
independent variables which showed significant differences
between the practitioner clusters. Tests were univariate
tests. Satisfaction with quality is not shown because it
was a binomial variable.

NORMAL PROBABILITY PLOT, N =

87

EXPECTED
VALUE

_ n

j

T'l
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••

•2«

5•
25 »
333335
•335
•53•
• -33
24

~i
- 2

-3
80

60

100

120

140

Innovativeness

K0LM0G0R0V-SMIRN0V ONE SAMPLE TEST USING STANDARD NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
VARIABLE
INNOV

N-0F-CASES
87

MAXDIF
1.000

PROBABILITY (2-TAIL)
.000
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NORMAL PROBABILITY PLOT, N =

91

EXPECTED
VALUE

2
2

2
3
3
9

8

5
«=%

£
C
3

4

5

3

15

10

Total number

of

20

sources utilized

KQLM0G0R0V -SMIRNOV ONE SAMPLE TEST USING STANDARD NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
VARIABLE
TS

N-OF-CASES
91

MAXDIF
.999

PROBABILITY C2-TAIL)
.000
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91

NORMAL PROBABILITY PLOT, N =
EXPECTED
VALUE

8

5
4
i~9
9
9

-1

•6

4
2
- 2

-3

1. 0

2.0

1. 5

Frequency of

contact

2. 5

3. 0

with fringe cluster

K0LM0G0R0V -SMIRNOV ONE SAMPLE TEST USING STANDARD NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
VARIABLE
F1CLU

N-OF-CASES
91

MAXDIF
.841

PROBABILITY (2-TAIL)
.000
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NORMAL PROBABILITY PLOT, N =

91

EXPECTED
VALUE

2

3
5
3
3
9
5

5

•

5

3

3
4

-1
i9
-2

(-•

-3

Frequency of

contact

with research

cluster

KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV ONE SAMPLE TEST USING STANDARD NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
VARIABLE
F2CLU

N-OF-CASES
91

MAXDIF
.841

PROBABILITY (2-TAIL)
.000
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NORMAL PROBABILITY PLOT,

N

91

EXPECTED
VALUE

Source u t i l i t y

for

fringe cluster

K0LM0G0R0V-SMIRNOV ONE SAMPLE TEST USING STANDARD NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
VARIABLE
SU1CLU

N-OF-CASES
91

MAXDIF
.500

PROBABILITY (2-TAIL)
.000
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91

NORMAL PROBABILITY PLOT.. N =
FXPECTFn

VALUE

0. 0

1. O

O. 5

Source u t i l i t y

for

1. 5

2. 0

research cluster

KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV ONE SAMPLE TEST USING STANDARD NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
VARIABLE
SU2CLU

N-OF-CASES
91

MAXDIF
.611

PROBABILITY (2-TAIL)
.000
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The factor analysis reported herein is principal
component factor analysis using varimax rotation. Maximum
likelihood factor analysis was also run as a comparison
analysis. Results were similar. A two factor solution
was sought as in Hurt et al. (1977) and Axley <1983). For
the two studies reviewed, the two factor solution
represented a situation where the second factor was made
of items with reversed scoring. Similar results are given
below, save items 11 and 15. These two items were altered
from Hurt's scale so that 10 items had reversed scoring
and 10 items did not have reversed scoring.
Communalities associated with each item of the
innovativeness scale.
variable

communal§2

factor

gercent_of_variance

28.4
0. 2850
1
INI
12. 5
2
0.4968
IN2
IN3
0. 3283
0.3662
IN4
IN5
0.4983
0.3317
IN6
0.3141
IN7
IN8
0.4186
IN9
0.5358
IN10
0.5635
IN11
0. 2213
0.3187
IN12
0.3974
IN13
0.6332
IN14
0.2178
IN15
0.4959
IN16
0.3144
IN17
0.4164
IN18
0.4521
IN19
0.5775
IN20
(a) Communality represents the total variance of each
variable accounted for by the two factors.
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mean
scale

variance.

110.470

standarddeviation

number of
.variables

10.676

20

113.983

mean.
inter-item correlation

0. 223

alpha reliability of innovativeness scale = 0.8500

IN14
IN20
IN9
IN5
IN16
IN3
IN6
IN12
IN17
IN10
IN8
IN4
IN19
IN18
IN13
IN2
IN7
INI
IN15
IN11

.79265
.75256
.71935
.69426
.60320
.56396
.56195
.53039
.50454
.13781
.20015
-.14877
.34033
.28917
.26869
.43264
.09585
-.17623
.07298
.12050

f§ctgr_cgrrelatign_matrix
f§ctgr_l
factor 1

1.0000

factor 2

.26621

factor_2

1.0000

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

factor 1

I•
IC
10
IH•
IPIQI

i

variable

lM•
10

XX2-£§2l:2£-§2iytign_,using_ varimax.

factgr 2
-.06966
-.10550
.13543
.12757
.36336
.10104
.16267
.19330
.24463
.73793
.61523
.58653
.57991
.57689
.57024
.55643
.55218
.50392
.46093
.45458
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